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Team Name
It Just Doesn't Matter
Meyer Meyer Pants on Fire
What Would Learned Pigs & Scooby Do?
Pull-Start Diesel
Stefan's Dream XIX: From Stefan With Love
Sigma Phi Nothing
House oflnsanity
Voodoo Panties
Neo-Maxi Zoomdweebies
Nonessential Government Workers
Nerd Party
Mongo's Loosemeat Sandwich Assembly RQD
Nuyorican Poets Soiree
We're Squirrels & We're Nuts
James Bondage: The SEY Who Gagged Me
Team E.T.: [NAME REDACTED]
Our Boob Tube has a Plan B
Knee Deep in Theses
Google Your Own Adventure
The Team from D.I.T.K.A.
006 Pack ofBrewskies
Camel, Bondage Camel
Tinker Tailor Soldier Salmonella
Crockpot Posse
My Voice is my 12ass12ort, verify LDE
Nancy Drew & The Hardy Boys
Six Feet Under
DDD (heart) KVSC
There's Always Money in the Banana Stand
Boba's Fetish
A Few Screws Loose
Enjoy the Man Explosion!
·Porcupine Petting Zoo
Intern Roy - 00Z
Pig Boats Dot Com
E = MC Hammered
Shaken, Not Stirred
28th Ave Kids: Agents of Garage
Pirates of the Cranium
Benny Mandlebrot Possy
Rich Corinthian Leather Remnants
Madame Kamay's Filipino Palace
The Justins League of Trivia
Freaks & Geeks: Diamond Puppies Are Forever
The Name's Q, Far Q
This is our BOND-ing Time!
UIC-ICU Codecrakrs Houz 55302
Plan A
"It's All in Your Mind"
SGA Fan Favorites
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2018 KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 1

30 points

92.00%

Question: This person in St. Cloud State's history was also an important member of a
clandestine operation that helped save cultural achievements and art from the
Nazi's during World War II. This person took a leave from the university in 1943
and worked on the recovery of stolen artistic treasures. Please give us the name of
this impressive infiltrator and the name of the elite group they were part of.
Answer: George Selke, Monuments Men

76.00%

2

15 points

' employed a Richard , Kevin , Brian, Ch ris,
Question: Jane was an assistant to Lucas who
Stefan, Margaret and a horde of others throughoutthe filming of what movie
series?
Answer: Star Wars

94.00%

3

20 points

Question: Please give us.the name of the second baby born from Thelma, a zebra at the Como
Zoo, and the first and last name of the person who in spired the name .
Answer: Krump, Frank Krmpotich

6.00%

4

50 points

Question: 2018 Visual Trivia # 17: What is the wording that goes with this image?
Answer: FARM EAT DRINK THEN REPEAT

30 points

60.00%

Question: After big screen character Hank Thompson builds a shad ow puppet theater for
himself and his new friend Manny , we get to see five shadow movie adaptations.
What five movies do we see?
Answer: Jurassic Park, Titanic, Superman, Say Anything , ET (The Extra-Terrestrial)

24.00%

6

60 points

Question: In the 2005 edition of the Hometown Proud calendar, Jess ica, Mandi and Katy
were just three of five young ladies to appearon the month of February . What local
bars were they representing?
Answer: Rox, Tavern on Germain

94.00%

7

25 points

Question: Saturday Night Live wasn 't always called Saturday Night Live and when they
debuted on television , there was a Saturday Night Live already there. Who was the
hostofthatother Saturday Night Live? First and last name please.
Answer: Howard Cosell

4.00%

8

50 points

Question: In this remake, Richard Hannay bumps into a Nanny in the park reading a book.
All is not as it seems as she is really surveilling another man making his getaway
from the scene of an exchange. What is the name of the book she is reading?
Answer: Kenya Mystery

90.00%

9

10 points

Question: What Broadway musical did Micky Dolenz perform in ?
Answer: Aida

2018 KVSCTrhia -Questions for Hour 2

70 points

4.00%

Question: According to the Boiler Deck Tournament plan in Arkham Origins , who are the
seven winners of the seven tights in order from one to seven?
Answer: Roy , Odin, Big Al, Franky, Big Al, Odin, Electrocutioner

84.00%

2

IO points

Question: Please give us the stage name of the musician credited with helping to launch
Carpool Karaoke with James Corden.
Answer: George Michael

94.00%

3

20 points

Question: What hand gesture couldn't wait another minute back in 1991?
Answer: Hi-Five

66.00%

4

50 points

Question: In the Stan's Soapbox column where he first mention s "Personna Man" , Stan closes
by offering words of advice when a certain character will be s worn in as the next
President. Which characterdid he mention?
Answer: Howard the Duck

30 points

78.00%

Question: July second and third of2016 saw The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band perform at what
venue?
Answer: Rio Grande Scenic Railroad

10.00%

6

60 points

Question: In the mid 1920's , riewspaperadvertisements mention ed a Paul Revere cocktail as
consisting ofequalparts milk and what?
Answer: Moxie

72.00%

7

25 points

Question: Michael Landon and Dabbs Greer, both we all know from Little House on the
Prairie, appeared in a total of six episodes ofanothertelevis ion s how that ran from
1957 to 1959. Give us the name of that show please.
Answer: Track Down

88.00%

8

40 points

Question: Add up the age of every President of the United States (including Trump) from
when they took office. Now find the mean. What film won the Academy Award for
best picture in that year? Hint the creator of the lon gest running American Sitcom
was born the year before.
Answer: On the Waterfront

88.00%

9

15 points

Question: Four years after this cheftweeted "A man who s haves his beard for a woman
deserves neither" , he shaved his beard. Please give us the first and last name of this
epic chef.
Answer: Harley Morenstein

2018 KVSC Tri-;a - Questions for Hour 3

12.00%

60 points

Question: This colorful company did not want to be left out on the action figure market and
decided to artfully create one their popular products into action figures. One o f the
characters was a mad scientist who would not rest until the whole world begged
him for his newest concoction. What is the name of this action figure and what was
this concoction?
Answer: Doctor Crimson Chaos, fizzy raspberry soda

60.00%

2

15 points

Question: Au dio Trivia #06365: Please give us the name of this s how and its ho s t.
Answer: Nature Walk, Lenny Pepperbottom

90.00%

3

20 points

Question: ln this Three Musketeers ad , we find the school won the state basketball
championship and the coach has a secret hand shake with one of his players. What
is the name of the team?
Answer: Musketeers

24.00%

4

40 points

Question: In the early 1970's, G:Jod Humor released a product that came in s tripes and swirls.
What did they call these now-defunct treats on a st ick?
Answer: Ice Whammys

92.00%

5

35 points

Question: What is the name of Owatonna Special Olympics Polar Plunge Mascot?
Answer: Snowflake

44.00%

6

60 points

Question: Tragedy struck many times for this g lobal business , but fo r the in s tances that
happened in 2004, 2015 and 2016, they turned those tragedies into tasteless
advertising go ld. Please give us the name of this company and the tag lin e th at tries
to explain why tragedy keeps striking them.
Answer: Burger King, "Flamed Grilled s ince 1954"

66.00%

7

30 points

Question: 2018 Visual Trivia # 12: What is the name of the music CD that features this image
on the cover?
Answer: Shaken , Not Stirred

94.00%

8

40 points

Question: Back to back home run s by Longoria and Morrison led the Rays to an 8-6 victory
in this very lengthy game. Please give us the date of the game, the length of the
game and how many total pitches in the game.
Answer: May 28, 2017; 6 hours 26 minutes; 553 (pitches)

94.00%

9

IO points

Question: What is the common name of the only bird of prey that co ns istently hunts in packs ?
Answer: Harris Hawk

2018 KVSCTrhia -Questions for Hour 4

24.00%

70 points

Question: Pericles gives Epicurus and Alexander some silver owls to discover the reason for a
snowstorm in August. Who do they go to for help and what must they do to prevent
Earth from freezing over?
Answer: Demeter, return Persephone

98.00%

2

10 points

Question: Who became the Denver Broncos first unofficial male cheerleader?
Answer: Robin Williams

66.00%

3

20 points

Question: In the Shirt Tales Animal Collection made by Knickerbocker Toys , there is an
adorable Walrus. Please tell us what is printed on the front and back of the pink
shirt it is wearing.
Answer: Lovable (Front), Heart (Back)

86.00%

4

40 points

Question: This prolific angelic voiced singer graduated from Gar-Field Senior High as
valedictorian. Who is this artist and where is Gar-Field Sr. High located?
Answer: Emmylou Harris , Woodbridge, Virginia

90.00%

30 points

Question: In the big screen adaptation, Max is getting ready to make an exit from an airplane
while agent 99 waits her tum. While waiting, she pages through the infamous
SkyMall magazine . On thecoverofthis issueofSkyMall is a photograph featuring
two people from the world of sports. What is the first and last name of these two
people?
Answer: Vince Lombardi, Jerry Kramer

72.00%

6

60 points

Question: In a New York Times Bestseller, RT., A.W., A.R, C.B., J.R, and A.355 made up
a group that helped save the nation. Please give us the full title of this bestseller.
Answer: George Washington's Secret-Six, the Spy Ring that saved the American Revolution

60.00%

7

30 points

Question: Believing that "The Grass is always Greener on the other side of the Fence", this
young entrepreneur locked down his biggest client ever this past fall by performing
a unique service. What is his first and last name , what city and state is he from and
what did he do?
Answer: Frank Giaccio,Falls Church, Virginia, mowed the lawn of the White House Rose
Garden

45 points

28.00%

Question: In the United States, this group of people have a longer life expectancy than any
other demographic group. Who are we talking about?
Answer: Nuns

0.00%

9

15 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06335: Please give us the first and last name of the person heard in
this ad.
Answer: Francine York OR Francine Yerich

2018 KVSCTri\ia -Questions for Hour 5

92.00%

60 points

Question: According to Frederick Houk Law, the gesture of strikin g your fist on a table while
speaking conveys what?
Answer: determination

86.00%

2

10 points

Question: In what year did Macy's department sto re say they first employed a Santa Claus?
Answer: 1862

84.00%

3

20 points

Question: According to the Willy Wonka Slots Mobile App game, what is the second level
called in Wonka's Office World?
Answer: You'll get No Commercials

4

40 points

Question: After solving the Mystery ofthe Sticky Money, what is our main character told he
s hould spend his reward money on?
Answer: Pancakes OR Genuine Pancakes

70.00%

5

25 points

Question: Eli and Odell recreated an unforgettable moment from Dirty Dancing recently , but
which two big screen characters recreated it to a Meghan Trainor song during the
end of their 2017 movie?
Answer: Papa Smurf, Smurf Willow

46.00%

6

60 points

Question: Eddy's Drive Inn , formerly located at 2202 Division Street in Saint Cloud, may
possibly have been one of the first to feature their menu on a stick. In fact,
everything on that menu was undera dollar. Please give us the "Motto" ofEddy's
Drive In.
Answer: "Enjoy Life - eat at Eddy's more often"

64.00%

7

20 points

Question: Chapterone of Doctor Doom and the Ghost Submarine begins on a passenger ship
cruising in the Mediterranean. What is the name of this ship ?
Answer: Star of Burma

66.00%

8

40 points

Question: In this movie, Jeffrey Beaumont is going to Dorothy?s apartment. As he looks for
her apartment number, we see a directory and one listing is missing some letters
and numbers. Please give us the names and apartment numbers of the tenants just
above and below as they appear on this incomplete listing .
Answer: Shaw B. 405, Styes D. 601

96.00%

9

10 points

Question: One half of this famous s inging duo was a Pallbearer for Buddy Holly's funeral in
1959. Who is it?
Answer: Phil Everly

2018 KVSC Triua - Questions for Hour 6

60 points

58.00%

Question: (Dead Drop question) In Warman's collectible world , what does the abbreviation
DQ stand for?
Answer: Diamond Quilted

46.00%

2

15 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06359: Please give us the orig inal name of the clip this audio was
taken from.
Answer: Turkish man yelling meow at an egg

76.00%

3

20 points

Question: I live in Minnesota and was dressed up as Santa Clau s one year and then someone
s hot me with an arrow o n fire and set me ablaze and I haven't dressed up as Santa
Claus ever since. Who am I and whattown do I live in?
Answer: Big Ole, Alexandria

50.00%

4

50 points

Question: According to Good Housekeepin g, who are the top IO Most Admired Women as of
results of their 17th Annual po ll?
Answer: Margaret Thatcher, Rosalynn Carter, Geraldine Ferraro , Katharine Hepburn , Diana
Princess of Wales, Pat Nixo n, Jeane Kirkpatrick, Phyllis Schlafly , Mother Teresa
of Calcutta, Nancy Reagan

40.00%

5

30 points

Question: In this early 2000's feature film about code breaking prevention we find a character
that s hares the same last name with the name of a Saint Cloud establishment.
Please give us the name ofthatestablishment.
Answer: (The) Whitehorse

22.00%

6

60 points

Question: While in Zurich , a certain Mr. Engl ran across a poster for an event at ETH Zurich
· and pos ted it on his website. What was written on that poster?
Answer: Nerd Party: The Nerds go Social 2.0

60.00%

7

30 points

Question: 2018 Visual Trivia # 13: Please give us the first and last name of this Charles
Manson wannabee.
Answer: Phil Collins

50 points

90.00%

Question: What is the name of the flick that features a foreign operative that uses the alias
Laughing Moose O'Brien?
Answer: The Nasty Rabbit

72.00%

9

15 points

Question: This type of Labrador's nickname is a lso the same name as a famous Canad ian
mounty. Please give us this name.
Answer: Dudley

2018 KVSC Trhia -Questions for Hour 7 first half hour

94.00%

20 points

Question: What are the call letters of the radio station in Co lorado th at are also a prefix in the
metric sys tern?
Answer: KILO

32.00%

2

20 points

Question: It started as a German film in the 1930's and 49 years later it was made into an
American film. Fast forward 13 years and it was made into a tv production which
then ran on Broadway for two years. What is the American name of this
production?
Answer: Victor Victoria

68.00%

20 points

Question: What was the name of the character in Greek mythology who was cursed for
repeatedly keeping one of Zeus's wives from catching him cheating?
Answer: Echo

66.00%

4

20 po ints

Question: The given name to this form of radiation doesn't apply anymoresincethere are no
unknowns pertaining to it. What form of radiation are we referrin g to?
Answer: X-Ray

42.00%

5

20 points

Question: The coat of arms for this cap ital city consists offive go ld crowns , 2 go ld stars and a
two headed eagle which also happen s to be prominently disp layed on their flag .
What city are we referring to?
Answer: Lima

90.00%

6

20 points

Question: 26 seconds into this mu s ic video, we see Madonna walking with th e twin towers
prominently displayed in the background. For what song was this music video fo r?
Answer: Papa Don't Preach

68.00%

7

20 points

Question: This fictiona l baseball team's cap has a baseball and a space station as its logo and
first appeared on television in late Octoberofl998. What was the name of the team
that wore it?
Answer: Niners

90.00%

8

20 po ints

Question: Chances, Sinners , Samurai, and Pounds are incomplete movie titles that are all
missing the same word. What word is missing that would make them all complete?
Answer: Seven

76.00%

9

20 po ints

Question: If yo ur QRK and QSA are at their best, what term would yo ur favorite ham radio
operator call thats ignal?
Answer: Five by Five (will also accept five by, fives or fiv ers)

2018 KVSC Tri.;a -Questions for Hour 7 second half hour

20 po ints

64.00%

Question: Wiki doesn't give us a lot ofinfonnation on this dis trict in Es poo, Fin land, but we
do know there are more than 1000 people living in it an d they don't have a post
office or a phannacy. What is the name of this district?
Answer: Kilo

70.00%

II

20 points

Question: There were o nly three popes that took this name and th ey served for rough ly 10
years, 2 years and I year, res pectively , before death took them and s poiled their
reign. What name are we referring to?
Answer: Victor

92.00%

12

20 points

Question: This nearly 125 year old United States organizatio n is all about the enviro nment
and you can find out more by s ubscribin g to their magazine which also bears their
name. Wh at is the name of this organization?
Answer: Sierra Club

46.00%

13

20 po ints

Question: It was inevitable th is British band would crack th e top 40 in th e United States in
1983 without having to fight dirty or appearon Cood Mornin g A merica. What is
the name of this band ?
Answer: Charlie

84.00%

14

20 po ints

Question: What is the name of the Sunday-only comic s trip that revolves around a nerdy
family of five who typically satiriz.e the current culture?
Answer: Foxtrot

14.00%

15

20 po ints

Question: This John started his s howbiz career in 1957, but it didn't really take off until 12
years later. That part was so goo d, he reprised the role 5 more times before his
career came to a pennanent end. What was name of the character he po rtrayed?
Answer: Mike Brady

90.00%

16

20 po ints

Question: According to the Chinese, the start of the Beijing Summer Olympics was very
pro s perou s because of what number?
Answer: eight

72.00%

17

20 points

Question: Steve land Morris lied when he said there were o nly three of these th at he must say
to you. How many did he actually say in his next breath?
Answer: eight

86.00%

18

20 points

Question: What is the s malles t number that can be worn on the jersey of a current NHL
player?
Answer: one

2018 KVSC Trhia - Questions for Hour 8

60 points

24.00%

Question: Audio Triv ia #06375: Please give us the name of the television character heard here
who went to audition for James Bond and thought it was a good idea to imitate
s hooting everyone in the room.
Answer: Steven Toast

82.00%

2

JO points

Question: According to Tom Cullen , how do you s pell his name?
Answer: MOON (that s pells Tom Cu llen)

54.00%

3

20 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06334: Pleas e give us the full name of the actor making this sound
and the movie this came from.
Answer: David Patrick Ke lly, The Warriors

82.00%

4

40 points

Question: During the 2017 American Ninja Warrior USA versus the World competition , what
so ng was playing on Drew Drechsel's music player when he comp leted the final
stage and won it for Team USA?
Answer: I'll Make A Man Out Of You

50.00%

5

40 points

Question: In one of his early pub lic appearances , Prince was remo ved from the s tage shortly
after starting his impromptu performance . Dan cing will on ly take you so far. Who
was the head liner t hat n ight?
Answer: James Brown

38.00%

6

60 points

Question: This twin baseball player never hit a home run in the major leagues. After his
player career he went on to become a coach in Arizona. Please give us the first and
last name of this player/coach.
Answer: Ozzie Canseco (Jose Canseco's twin brother)

84.00%

7

20 points

Question: Right before Patrick kills Pau l, he expresses his love for this artis t who later
parodied the same scene with a secon d artist. Please g ive us the s tage names of the
two artists in the spoof
Answer: Huey Lewis , Weird Al Yankovic

80.00%

8

45 points

Question: 2018 Visual Trivia # 14: This character is the mascot for a mobile dental clinic
coming to a town near you, at least in Minnesota. What is this character's name?
Answer: Iii flossie

96.00%

9

IO points

Question: Adam West appeared as Captain Qin an advertisement for what product?
Answer: Nes tle Quik

2018 KVSC Tri\-ia -Questions for Hour 9

60 points

12.00%

Question: According to Ethel and Leonard , what's inside the box?
Answer: (A) boy (and a) girl (will also accept people)

56.00%

2

10 points

Question: What artist sang about the dangers of cigarettes roughly 18 years before health
warnings started showing up on cigarette packages?
Answer: Tex Williams

20 points

86.00%

Question: A local coffee bean company offers a blend that "greets you with smoothness, but
has an underlying hint of s harpness.Perfect for watching the Vikings or Twins lose
another game." What is the name of this blend?
Answer: Minnesota Nice

72.00%

4

40 points

Question: After big screen character Gunther Bachmann meets American agent Martha
Sullivan for some coffee, he has a meetin g with Jamal aboard a boat. What is the
name of this boat?
Answer: Kirchdorf

90.00%

25 points

Question: According to Maria from the fictional presentation "La Pasion de la Pas ion" , what
is the worst thing in the world?
Answer: Loneliness

84.00%

6

60 points

Question: Deep in the bowels of the Hollywood sign is 1-3 (pronounced eyethree),an agency
run by Miss Zand a 100 zettabyte server. The agency recruits three females to
catch a cat burglar stealing the gems that power an EMP weapon they
decommissioned. Please give us the first names of these three movie females.
Answer: Barbie, Renee, Teresa

78.00%

7

25 points

Question: Bubbles is quite a character with such crappy friend s as Ricky an d Julian , but did
you know that he got his Big Rig license? Please give us the issue date and
expiration date of that license.
Answer: October 8th, 2003; (Expiration) NEVER

12.00%

8

40 points

Question: In 2014, this artist stood on stage locally and announced to the public that s he was
one of a few artists that could sing" A Medley of her hit ". Who is this artist, first
and las t name, and what was the title of that hit?
Answer: Vicki Lawrence, The Night the Lights Went out in Georgia

90.00%

9

10 points

Question: Prince sang about Purple Rain on his album Purple Rain , but what band sang about
it twelve years earlier?
Answer: America

20 I 8 KVSC Trhia - Questions for Hour 10

75 points

10.00%

Question: In 2016, WCCOcovered this annual Minnesota lake celebration that started in 1956.
Thefirstyearthathadallwomen lis ted for Brass and Royalty aremissingtwo names
on theirwebsite forth at year. Please give us the year and the names not listed. First and
last names , please.
Answer: 1993, Wally Radjil, Barb Ostrander

88.00%

2

10 points

Question: What word got the Doors banned from the Ed Sullivan Show?
Answer: higher

74.00%

3

20 points

Question: The band Lynyrd Skynyrdtooktheirname from a former high schoo lteacher, but his
name was mentioned in a Grammy Award-winning song years before they used it.
What song are we referring to?
Answer: Hello Muddah Hello Fadduh(A Letter From Camp)

0.00%

4

50 points

Question: This part-time televisio n actoronce portrayed a man who pretended he was a Demon
God as well as a voice actor on a new Spy cartoon. This actor boasted that he met Dr.
Pepperonce through work and according to him, where did he meet Dr. Pepper? Please
be spec ific .
Answer: (At) Yuk-Yu k's (in) Toronto

30 points

22.00%

Question: British actors are pretty versatile, but this British actor takes it to a new lev el by playing
a supporting role where the character's title in this horror flick can be used to create the
name of the televis ion show where he plays the lead role . Please give us the first and
las t name ofthe actor, the name ofthe movie, and thename ofthe television show.
Answer: Peter Capaldi, World WarZ,DoctorWho

2.00%

6

60 points

Question: What small screen supervillain was born on July 24th, 1951 and resides at 1121 Elm
Street, Hurlanium, Vennont when not in prison?
Answer: King Hurl

44.00%

7

20 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06339: Please give us the first and last name of the second actress heard
here .
Answer: Claudia Schiffer

40 points

80.00%

Question: These two characters were featured for decades in the magazine, but never on the cover
until the first time with President Barack Obama. What magazine and issue number are
we referring to?
Answer: MAD (magazine), (Issue) 523

92.00%

9

15 points

Question: If you are a big fan ofMexican fast food and like to order from the dollar menu, what
secret soc iety does one ofthe Yum Brands Corporation underlings say you can belong
to?
Answer: Belluminati

2018 KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 11

JOO points

2.00%

Question: Sheriff Brig in Frank Archer's book"TNT Cowboy" was named after whom? First
and last name please.
Answer: Freeman Young

72.00%

2

15 points

Question: This United States Marine Corps machine gunner turned golfer said if you're
caug ht on a golf course during a storm you should do what and why should you do
it?
Answer: Hold up a ]-iron (because)noteven God can hit the I-iron

20 points

64.00%

Question: An ad in the July 1977 edition of Good Housekeeping Magazine s hows a product
that comes in four distinct fragrances: Citrus, Herbal, Floral and Unscented. Please
tell us the product name and the slogan that goes along with it.
Answer: Tickle (deodorant), "Staying drier is nicer with a little tickle"

86.00%

4

50 points

Question: 2018 Visual Trivia # OJ: What company uses this Tiger that teamed up with Dolly
Monte to provide energy for a strong America?
Answer: Exxon (will also accept Esso)

25 points

72.00%

Question: Heckel and Jackel are two characters in the classic home video game world that are
better known as whom?
Answer: black spy, white spy

2.00%

6

80 points

Question: When Saint Cloud State University's registration process went from standing in line
to registering by phone, who was the voice of that phone registration process? First
and last name please.
Answer: Julie Cruz OR Julie Cartwright

0.00%

7

25 points

Question: Audio Trivia # 06368: Please give us the name of the voice actor and the nickname
this character speaking was given.
Answer: Peter Dinkelage, Dinkelbot

50 points

42.00%

Question: What is the first and last name of th e Notary Public with an office in the fictional
tornado-plagued town ofSilverton, Oklahoma?
Answer: Chris Biddle

62.00%

9

15 points

Question: This North American pier was built the same number of years ago that is also in its
name. Please give us the name of this pier.
Answer: Pier 39

2018 KVSCTrivia -Questions for Hour 12

60 points

6.00%

Question: Audio Trivia #06344: Please tell us the in struments featured here.
Answer: bicycles

78.00%

2

15 points

Question: The 2016 White Hou se Easter Egg hunt had the President reading a book to the
children attending and , along with the First Lady, they acted out part of the s tory .
What was the name of the book the President was reading?
Answer: Where The Wild Things Are

42.00%

3

20 points

Question: When big screen Russian defector Oleg Orlov is talking to the CIA about how he
trained young Russian children to be future spies in America, we see them
watching TV. What television show is on?
Answer: The Brady Bunch

58.00%

4

50 points

Question: Mack Wilson did his best Eye of Sauron impersonation after being poisoned and
dumped in a lake by his crooked business partner Ju stin Wilson in what horror
comic?
Answer: This Magazine ls Haunted

58.00%

5

30 points

Question: ln this movie, Bob is an international spy on loan to the CIA who is in love with
the divorcee next door. She thinks he works for an import company and that is what
the sign says above the door. What is the name of this business front ?
Answer: Far East Pen Importers

12.00%

6

80 po ints

Question: When requesting call letters back in 1967 for Saint Cloud State Univers ity's new
radio station, KVSC was one option in a list of five. Please give us the other four
options pitched to the FCC.
Answer: KOCR, KSCE, KSCR, KSCS

38.00%

7

35 points

Question: What was the only subject Zeljko lvanek earned a letter grade of C in college?
Answer: Geology

50 points

16.00%

Question: For their 75th anniversary, the Minnesota Editorial Association included a
supplement to your hometown newspaper. In that s upplement was a chart s howing
the inter-relation of the home newspaper to the various adjuncts ofthe community.
Please give us those adjuncts now.
Answer: bank, church, fann, home, school, store, town hall

86.00%

9

15 points

Question: This invasive bug has been called the Herald of Prosperity becau se it got the South
to start growing something other than cotton. What bug are we referring to?
Answer: Boll weevil

2018 KVSC Trivia -Questions for Hour 13

60 points

8.00%

Question: Asking New York police to stake out phannacies, this agent identifies himself as
FBI. Following up on a lead in an internet cafe, the same agent says he is a US
Marshall. He is using the BOCA to profile his target. What does BOCA stand for?
Answer: Bureau of Consumer Advocacy

78.00%

2

10 points

Question: What does the word "Mistletoe" translate to in Anglo-Saxon?
Answer: dung (on a) twig

30.00%

3

20 points

Question: Dick knows a lot about bowling, in this instructional video. According to Dick
what is the first step in bowling?
Answer: Release

24.00%

4

45 points

Question: At28 years o ld , this man played himself in a movie based on a book written 2
years earlier about the aftennath of his actions on the job from nearly 2 years
earlier than that. He didn't get an Academy nod , but the movie did , getting eight
nominations and winning four. What is the first and last name of this person?
Answer: Frank Wills

30 points

20.00%

Question: Audio Trivia #06376: Please give us the first name of the four legged friend here
enjoying his meal.
Answer: Teddy

66.00%

6

60 points

Question: This woodcarver, who is famous for creating something not made of wood, has a
museum of work that even Alfred Yankovic visited and wrote a song about. Who
was this famous wood carver, first and last name, and what was he known for?
Answer: Francis Johnson ,(World's)LargestBall of Twine

34.00%

7

20 points

Question: Sandwiched between Uruguay and Paraguay , this country has a gross national
product of25 million dollars, vast fields of old tires and the third highest quality
cocaine in South America. What is the name of this fictional big screen country?
Answer: Maraguay

38.00%

8

40 points

Question: While filming North by No rthwest, Alfred Hitchcock used this serv ice to eliminate
production delays and they later used that as an advertisement. Please give us the
name of this service.
Answer: Western Un ion

76.00%

9

15 points

Question: What is the first and last name of the television character who put a GPS tracker in
his garbage because he was convinced North Korean spies were stealing his
dood les?
Answer: Sheldon Cooper

2018 KVSCTrivia -Questions for Hour 14

100 points

0.00%

Question: 2018 Visual Trivia # 16: This fluffy haired woman is usually seenoceans ide and
poolside in the summer. By what name is she better known as? Please be complete.
Answer: The Yellow-Feathered Ear Piercing Screecher

68.00%

2

15 points

Question: Pastor John got his congregation to donate milk for the creation of a colossal wheel
of cheese to give to the third President of the United States. What words were
inscribed on the cheese?
Answer: " Rebellion to tyrants is obedience to God"

82.00%

3

20 points

Question: The first aria s un g in the first act of the opera Serse is a love song sung to what?
Answer: (plane) tree

32.00%

4

45 points

Question: What big screen company went 1026 days accident free until Mister Smith caused
a few accidents in one of their warehouses?
Answer: Hammerson Firearms

30 points

46.00%

Question: Which actress from Stars Wars A New Hope dated the lead actor in Superman?
First and last name please.
Answer: Pam Rose

16.00%

6

60 points

Question: If you really want to work for and impress this company , become a codeb reaker
and keep advancing through their stages because each stage is a quality they look
for in their employees. If yo u clear the fourth stage,you get to meet the man in
charge and you get access to theirtechnology campus. What company are we
talking about?
Answer: Dyson

74.00%

7

25 points

Question: What was the first fish caught by old man Santiago on the day he hooked the
marlin?
Answer: albacore tuna

40 points

4.00%

Question: Audio Trivia #06342: What are these s ingers ofthis audio clip advertising?
Answer: Free Flea and Tick Dip

78.00%

9

15 points

Question: Please tell us what the acronym SVP stands for when speaking about clouds.
Answer: Saturation Vapor Pressure

2018 KVSCTrivia -Questions for Hour 15

60 points

12.00%

Question: Please give us the first and last name of the fonner major league baseball player
who offered this insight to Collectors Marketing: "Babe Ruth, Hank Aaron - None
of them would have been great if somebody didn't say to them, "Okay you're in
there now kid". Everyone needs that somebody in baseball and everythin g else."
Answer: Kevin Mitchell

68.00%

2

15 po ints

Question: Tom was an average guy working in maintenance for US Intelligence until a lab
accident shrank Tom and his sidekick to just inches tall. They continued to fight
crime underthe new group called T.H.U.M.B. What does T.H.U.M.B. stand for?
Answer: Tiny Humans Underground Military Bureau

60.00%

3

20 points

Question: What is the brand of safe used by big screen CIA Agent Nathan Muir?
Answer: Phoenix

50.00%

4

50 points

Question: 2018 Visual Trivia #04: At whose apartment would you find this bear in and what
is it made of?
Answer: Emmanuel Perrotin, foam (and) feathers

25 points

40.00%

Question: After waiting six months and harassing the "Fe-mail-man" for his package, Bart
ends up getting his dad in the dog house with the item in the package. Name that
item and the publication where he got the mail in fonn.
Answer: spy camera, Radioactive Man

28.00%

6

60 points

Question: If you are a big screen British spy and ask about the goulash and get beaten up and
later ask about the beefstroganoffand get beaten up , what should you be as king
about so you don't get beaten up?
Answer: Veal stew

2.00%

7

25 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06373: Please give us the first and last name o f this person
screaming at the TV show host.
Answer: Ryan Cos ling

40 points

48.00%

Question: The first issue of this magazine promised thirty one articles , each one in a
condensed and compact fonn. What was the name of the article from that first one
that followed "Whatever is New For Women is Wrong" and preceded "Rich as
Croesus"?
Answer: "The Difficulty ofBeing Unsuspected"

86.00%

9

15 points

Question: What type of flowers did the last five American Presidential First Ladies get to
choose from to be named after them?
Answer: roses (they didn't get to choosetheirorchids)

2018 KVSCTri'"a -Questions for Hour 16

70 points

90.00%

Question: (Dead Drop question)This Country Music Artist saw his first paid g ig for 25
dollars at a Taft, Texas gas station in 1957. Who is he? First and last name, please.
Answer: Don Williams

86.00%

2

IO po ints

Question: In modem day Russia, what is the Christmas gift-bringer called?
Answer: Grandfather Frost

84.00%

3

20 points

Question: A member of a popular duo admitted to the press that he and his on -air partner
would have drinks before and during tapings oftheir highly s uccessfu l show. Their
drink of choice was margaritas . Please give us the name of that show in Jeo pardy
answer format.
Answer: What is Wheel of Fortune?

58.00%

4

45 points

Question: Prior to the United States entering World War One, the costofan annual
sub scription to the Pittsylvania Tribune was one dollar. Other than the Tribune
employees, which segment of the community was exempt from payin g for their
subscription back then?
Answer: Confederate veterans

86.00%

5

30 points

Question: Kenny Rogers and Lee Greenwood were just two of many who partic ipated in
Amarillo, Texas for this event back in 1986. What event are we talking about?
Answer: Hands Across America

16.00%

6

60 points

Question: If it's made of wood , treat it with Woodlife. ln their IOI tips for the maintenance
and preservation of wood in and aro und your home brochure, what item for the
sportsman is listed undernumber 39?
Answer: surfboard(s)

20.00%

7

20 points

Question: Audio Trivia # 06351: Please give us the name of this song.
Answer: Strange Times

46.00%

8

50 po ints

Question: As shown on his calling card , what is the profes s ion of the alias of big screen
physicistAlvah Jes per?
Answer: Watch and Jewelry Importer

90.00%

9

15 points

Question: Please give us the first and last name of the actor who did a cover version of the
so ng 98 point 6 on his 1968 album.
Answer: David Mccallum

2 0 18 KVSC Trivi a - Ques tions for Hour 17 F1rs t Half Hour

30 po ints

26.00%

Question : Audio Trivia #0633 1: W hat are the last names of the duo heard here?
Answe r: Gibb, Principal

50.00%

2

30 po ints

Question: Audio Trivia #06333: W hat is the first and last name of the artist heard here?
Answer: Bobby Rice

0.00%

3

30 po ints

Question: Audio Trivia #06340: Please give us the first and last name of the artist heard here.
Answer: Cliff Joseph

84.00%

4

30 points

Question: Audio Triv ia #06343: Please te ll us the first and last name of the artist heard here.
Answer: Ed Bruce

30.00%

5

30 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06332: What is the first and last name of the artist heard here?
Ans wer: Billy Grammer

58.00%

6

30 po ints

Question : Audio Trivia #06345: What is the first and last name of the artist heard here?
Answer: Jack Scott

40.00%

7

30 points

Question: Aud io Triv ia #06346: Please tell us the firs t and last name of th e artist heard here.
Answer: Jacky Ward

6800%

8

30 po ints

Question: Audio Trivia #06347: W hat is the last name of the artist heard here?
Answer: Stamp ley

54.00%

9

30 po ints

Question: Aud io Triv ia #06348: Please tell us the first and last name of the artist heard here.
Answer: Joh nny Bus h

2018 KVSC Tri\<ia - Questions for Hour 17 Second Half Hour

34.00%

10

30 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06349: What is the first and last name of the artist heard here?
Answer: Johnny Russe ll

4.00%

11

30 points

Question: Audio Triv ia #06353: Please give us the first and last name of the artist heard here.
Answe r: Linda Davis

64.00%

12

30 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06357: Please tell us the first and last name of the artist heard here .
Answer: Margie Singleton

68.00%

13

30 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06358: What is the first and last name of the artist heard here?
Answer: Marilyn Sellers

78.00%

14

30 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06363: What are the first and last names of the duo heard here?
Answer: Lee Hazelwood , Nancy Sinatra

68.00%

15

30 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06364: Please give us the first name of the artist heard here.
Answer: Narvel

46.00%

16

30 points

Question: Aud io Trivia #06374: Please call in and give us the first and last name of the artist
heard here.
Answer: Sonny James

84.00%

17

30 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06379: Please tell us the first and last name of the artist heard here .
Answer: Zella Lehr

6.00%

18

30 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06362: What are the first names of the duo heard here?
Answer: Floyd, Janice

2018 KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 18

100 points

0.00%

Question: Pelican Rapids, Minnesota, boasts a 15 foot statue ofa Pelican erected by the
towns people in 1957. Please give us the first and last name of the towns person
commissioned to be the original painterofthis statue.
Answer: Conrad Hanson (will also accept CA Hanson or Stem Hanson)

74.00%

2

10 points

Question: How long does winter last on Uranu s?
Answer: 21 years

20 points

76.00%

Question: Who is dreaming afloat down Bumble-Tub Creek?
Answer: (The) Bumble-Tub Club

50.00%

4

40 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06360: Urgent mes sage: Please pull out your decoder rings, whip
out the translators, and start your recording devices. Please decode this mes sage
and return to the Trivia Headquarters with the agent's true identity . This is a time
sens itive reques t.
Answer: Morgan Freeman

25 points

88.00%

Question: A certain schnauzer was adopted by a group of men last year who viewed him as
the perfect addition to their lifestyle. They dressed him up in clothes similar to
what they wear and they say he s preads theirmessageto the fish in th eir pond.
Please give us the actual name of this pooch and the name given to him by his
brothers.
Answer: Carmelo, Friar Mustache OR Friar Bigoton

16.00%

6

80 points

Question: According to the 1999-2000 State Officers list for the Fraternal Order of Eagles,
what husband and wife combo were both Minnesota State Trustees together?
Answer: Jim (and) Nancy Legg

90.00%

7

20 points

Question: According to a Sports lllustrated article from February 20 16, what is David
Feherty's comments on Jim Furyk's swing?
Answer: "lt looks like an octopus falling out of a tree"

2.00%

8

50 points

Question: 2018 Visual Trivia # 18 This original piece of art was created by local art ists. What
is it called?
Answer: Saint Walleye

94.00%

9

10 points

Question: In the movie Red , what does the color stand for?
Answer: Retired Extremely Dangerous

2018 KVSC Tri\ia - Questions for Hour 19

60 points

30.00%

Question: According to the Senior Poll in the 2004 version of the Saint Cloud Apollo High
School Yearbook, what two seniors were voted biggest sweethearts? First and last
names, please.
Answer: Angela Eikmeier, Chad Johnson

74.00%

2

15 points

Question: The dairy cow had long been this state's domestic animal and milk the state
beverage, but in 2017 cheese was finally recognized as the state's official dairy
product. The state's lawmakers received this delectable proposal for state
recognition from an educational institution. What was the name of this institution?
Answer: Mineral Point Elementary

94.00%

3

20 points

Question: What is the name given for a group of spies that remain silent until activated?
Answer: Sleeper Cell

38.00%

4

50 points

Question: After appearing with a horde of mutant goblins , a spy is revealed and killed by
Karas Hunter. Give us the name of this spy.
Answer: Dumas

35 points

76.00%

Question: Audio Trivia #06336: Please tell us the first and last name of the actor heard in this
television commercial.
Answer: Ed McMahon

74.00%

6

80 points

Question: The 2017 BNSF Company Calendar featured a picture of locomotive 8201 on its
cover. According to the photographer, this was the second revenue trip of 820 I.
Please give us the photographers first and last name as noted in the calendar.
Answer: Stephen Schmidt

56.00%

7

30 points

Question: A young Elton John was hired in 1964 as a keyboardist for which group's European
Tour?
Answer: Isley Brothers

40 points

88.00%

Question: Mills Fleet Farm states "We've been making your holiday s magical since 1957''. In
their 2012 toy catalog,how many past catalogs are pictured on that page?
Answer: 10

94.00%

9

15 points

Question: On the eveoflntemational Woman's Day 2017, a bronze statueofa girl was placed
in front ofa bronze bull in New York City. Please give us the offic ial names of
each piece of art.
Answer: Charging Bull, Fearless Girl

2018 KVSC Trivia • Questions for Hour 20

60 points

18.00%

Question: If the Trump family were to go into the candy business, they could produce peanuts
in candied milk chocolate since a product like that existed an d it beared their name.
What was the name of the company that produced them?
Answer: Allen's

74.00%

2

15 po ints

Question: What is the name of the dirty faced mechanic we saw in a recent televis io n
commercial according to his spotless uniform?
Answer: Charlie

20 points

92.00%

Question: We all know that Harry Potter gets put into Gtyffindor with his friends. What
character was the first to get put into Hufflepuff in the first Harry Potter movie?
Answer: Susan Bones

18.00%

4

50 points

Question: What is the first and last name of the big screen character that calls the Longwood
House for Women her home?
Answer: Jackie Leighton

25 points

86.00%

Question: Please give us the first and last name of the actor that had a part in both the movie
Titanic and the movie A Night to Remember.
Answer: Bernard Fox

88.00%

6

60 po ints

Question: Matilda and Norm were mates and had nine offspring . What were they and what
song do they pertain to?
Answer: Hippo's , I Wanna Hippopotamus For Christmas

94.00%

7

20 points

Question: Name every ingredient contained in Polyjuice Potion.
Answer: lacewing flies, leeches, powdered bicom horn , knotgrass, tluxweed , s hredded
booms Jan g skin, bit of the person you want to tum into

52.00%

8

50 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06341 : What is the name of the band heard here?
Answer: The Decemberists

96.00%

9

15 points

Question: Eydie Gorme's cousin grew up in Brighton Beach. Wh o is this famous sing ing
cousin of hers? First and last name please.
Answer: Neil Sedaka

2018 KVSC Tri.;a-Questions for Hour 21

60 points

8.00%

Question: ln this book, the Zoological Gang are nearly thirty years removed from the war, but
they still like to take on an occasional task for love of country. What was the theme for
the 1971 Carnival they were staking out when they were looking for the Magician and
hiss ix hired helpers who were bringing drugs into the area?
Answer: Fairy Tales ofthe World

74.00%

2

10 points

Question: OK all you Neo MaxiZoomdweebies, what company is using a rendition ofthe hit
song from the classic movie in recent TVadvertising?
Answer: State Farm (Insurance)

80.00%

20 points

Question: In Si-co logy One, Silas and Charles had theirown made up fraternity. What was it
called?
Answer: Kappa Tappa Kegga

70.00%

4

50 points

Question: 2018 Visual Trivia# 19: Please give us the name ofthe restaurant found in the music
world where this image is prominently displayed on the backoffoxs uniform.
Answer: Big Wanda's (Killer Burgers)

84.00%

25 points

Question: In this movie,Harry rattled off three movie titles to his protegeGary to help him
understand why they were standing in a London tailors hop. Gary had not seen any of
them, but when he realized what Harry was eluding to , he named a movie he had seen.
Please tell us the four movies they mention.
Answer: My Fair Lady, Nikita, Pretty Woman , Trading Places

2.00%

6

100 points

Question: This imaginary university has a guide that claims they have courses in English not
available anywhere else. One course is called The Literal Apocalypse. Please tell us the
name of the other.
Answer: Puzzles, Acrostics, Codes and Cryptograms

92.00%

7

30 points

Question: When big screen characters Carmen and Juni Cortez are racing to a safe house in the
NIX Super Guppy, they are chased by enemy agents. During their escape, a Ione
fisherman in a boat is directly in their path. What is the name ofthe boat being used by
the fisherman?
Answer: Yolanda

52.00%

8

40 points

Question: As seen on the fictional show Poptime, what is the name ofthe British Invasion rock
band, trying to hypnotically turn American kids againsttheirparents to prepare for an
invasion ofRussians?
Answer: The Bopkas

84.00%

9

15 points

Question: While meeting people that know Dave, a man's whose bleep don't stink, we see a sports
coach add his two cents. What is the name ofthe school and mascot seen on the wall?
Answer: Wattport Turtles

2018 KVSCTrivia -Questions for Hour 22

60 points

60.00%

Question: In Arkham Asylum there is a room where you have to scan Quincy Sharp's cane
using your detective mode. In that room there is a plaque on the wall written by
somebody's Daddy. What does that plaque say?
Answer: My love, May this secret seem like an oasis within a desert oflnsanity

72.00%

2

15 points

Question: Bartholomew the Pirate was the inspiration for a character in a boo k, then a movie
based on the book, which is quoted often by anyone who has seen the movie. What
is the name of the character he inspired?
Answer: Dread Pirate Roberts

20 points

92.00%

Question: How many unopened bottles of go ld foil wrapped liqu or are on the bar at the
Folies-Bergere (pronounced faw-lee ber-zher)?
Answer: s ix

28.00%

4

40 points

Question: According to print advertisements, what is the elevation of Fudge-A-Fall? Please
be comp lete.
Answer: 3436 Elfin Feet

52.00%

5

30 points

Question: Featuring a two point five inch LCD Monitor, five mu ltico lored indicator lights and
at least three antennas, what is the comp lete name of the device used by Wilbur
Wilson to locate OSS agents?
Answer: Spy Tracker 6000

52.00%

6

60 points

Question: In this paper ad for a popular product that has been aro und foryears , a glass of
wine, a pipe, a cigarette, a s lice of dessert and a couple of scallion s are s hown along
with the product. Please tell us the tag line, the name of the product, and the flav o r
of the product depicted in the ad.
Answer: Pleas ant way to lose 5 scents (tagline), Lifesavers (product), Pep O Mint (Flavor)

90.00%

7

25 po ints

Question: A fan tried to get a ticket for Game six of the 2016 W orld Series, but was turned
away due to a sellout. Another fan , who was nominated for a Genie Award years
earlier, offered the fan an extra ticket he had to watch the game with him. What is
the first and last name of the lucky fan who scored this sports dream date?
Answer: Karen Michel

45 points

52.00%

Question: Comedian Eddie Murphy once paid 22 million do llars for two pair of leather
trousers. Who did they originally belong to ?
Answer: Elvis Pres ley

82.00%

9

15 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06372: Please give us the band and stage name of the singer in this
clip.
Answer: DIVA, Vitas

2018 KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 23

60 points

42.00%

Question: When your affections for a girl aren't rec iprocated ,go in g out for ice cream a lways
seems to help. What s mall screen ice cream s hop s pecials of the day on Octo ber
23rd , I 982 were A Imond Nutcake and Lemon Pucker?
Answer: Hilario us Hals

82.00%

2

IO points

Question: What item does Davy from the Monkees purch ase th at happens to contain some
hidden Rus s ian microfilm? Pleas e be s pecific
Answer: Red Maraca(s)

94.00%

20 po ints

Question: Please give us the first and last name of the only black man to have a s peaking ro le
o n the Andy Griffith Show.
Answer: Rodney Tarkington

86.00%

4

45 points

Question: On the big screen , the year is 1962. Multiple riders are on a ride at an amusement
park. After a while, some of the riders get s ick and throw up. What is the name of
the ride that they are on?
Answer: Trabant

64.00%

5

25 points

Question: Wh at adjective was used to advertise the 12 ounce bottle of coca cola introduced to
America in the early 1960?s?
Answer: king-s ize

50.00%

6

60 points

Question: While ascending to the as tral plane, Killmon ger find s hims e lf in his o ld apartment.
On the wall was a poster of a rap group. What artists were pictured on this poster?
Answer: Chuck D. (AKA Carlton Douglas Ridenh our) and Flava Flav (AKA William
Jonathan Drayton Jr.)

84.00%

7

20 po ints

Question: Speed past the Statue of Liberty and Ellis Is land on the Staten Is land Ferry. This
five mile trip takes 25 minutes. How much does it cost to take this ferry trip?
Answer: nothing (or zero, zilch, nada, etc ...)

68.00%

8

50 points

Question: In 2015, a storm hit the UK that had a pro fo und effect on tea time aro und the
world. A well-known bakery that produces Gin ger Nuts, Diges tives, Jaffa Cakes
and Hobnobs wound up flooded by nearly 40 million liters of water. After the
cleanup , the company re leased an info page about their efforts to get biscuits back
o n th e tea table . On that page mention s a fis h in their pond that surv ived the storm.
What name was given to this fis h?
Answer: Des mond

62.00%

9

15 po ints

Question: After an encounter with an oppos in g team's star player, Peter Brady accuses his
s isterofb eing a double agent. What is the first and last name of this character who
s he find s qu ite dreamy ?
Answer: Jerry Rogers

2018 KVSC Tri\'ia - Questions for Hour 24

60 points

0.00%

Question: 2018 Visual Trivia #03: Please tell us what this is an e>amp le of, according to its
artist.
Answer: alphabeastiary

92.00%

2

10 points

Question: Casablanca is to Morocco as Douala is to what?
Answer: Cameroon

20 points

92.00%

Question: In 1938, Leo McCarey won best Directorforthemovie The Awful Truth , butit did
not win best film. What movie did win best film that year and who directed it?
Answer: The Life ofEmile Zola, William Dieterle

80.00%

4

40 points

Question: After Donna's funeral, Jax is seen standing at his Father's grave. As the shot pans
out, you can see at least two head stones with the same e>act name. Please g ive us
the first, middle initial and last name seen on those headstones.
Answer: James R Pras ker

74.00%

5

25 points

Question: In this movie, before his date, we see Dr. Brandes leav in g work. As he pulls out of
his parking spot we catch a glimpse of his licen se plate. Please give us the license
plate ID.
Answer: 180 IQ (180-eye-Q)

54.00%

6

75 points

Question: 2018 Visual Trivia # 10: What does this "wanted woman" have in her trunk?
Answer: s ink, (Kohler) faucets

6.00%

7

20 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06355: Please name the so ng being covered here.
Answer: Lotion

60.00%

8

40 points

Question: The 2013 Great Big Toys R Us Wis h Finder boasted the largest selection of
Sky landers figures anywhere. How many were named on the page?
Answe r: 60

92.00%

9

10 points

Question: Warsaw is to the Vistula River as Dublin is to what?
Answer: River Liffey
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60 points

8.00%

Question: Please give us the first and last name of the person who has Polish identification
card number 4619 iss ued on November 30, 1964 and is also a card canying
member ofZASP.
Answer: Jan Lewandowski (will also accept Jan Lewan)

92.00%

2

JO points

Question: The Limpopo River forms part of the border between Botswana and what other
country?
Answer: South Africa

80.00%

3

20 points

Question: Local hip hop artist Atmosphere talks a lot about Minneapolis and Minnesota, but
what city does he mention where the state is mis pronounced o n purpose?
Answer: Duluth (MinneSNOWta)

66.00%

4

40 points

Question: Who were the musical group recipients of the Philadelph ia Alliance Achievement
A ward in 1992?
Answer: Danny and the Juniors

96.00%

5

25 points

Question: Please give us the name of the artist whose song was the inspiration for the name of
the second German Shepherd to win Best in Show at the Westminster Kennel Club
Dog Show.
Answer : Adele

82.00%

6

60 points

Question: This man is a self-proclaimed Doctor of Science and Professorof Philosophy while
his adversary dubs him the Prince of the world's double crossers. What is the first
and last name of this big screen character?
Answer: Rigo Orie

62.00%

7

25 points

Question: In the 1965 film Secret Agent Fireball we see Elena talking with Geoffrey about
the missing microfilm. Shortly after their meeting, Geoffrey is murdered. Please
tell us what weapon he was murdered with and what the weapon resembled.
Answer: Poison dart gun (that looked like a tobacco)pipe

0.00%

8

50 points

Question: According to the Maritime Visitor Center in Duluth , Minnesota, four generals had a
major impact on the construction and maintenance ofthe harbo r and lighthouses in
Duluth. Please give us the first and last names of these four generals.
Answer: George Washington,Orlando Poe, Godfrey Weitzel, George Mead

92.00%

9

15 points

Question: What is the name of the structure shown on the first commemorative stamp the
Canada Post re leased for their I 50 year anniversary?
Answer: Habitat (67)

2018 KVSC Trhia -Questions for Hour 26

80 points

70.00%

Question: (Dead Drop question)Classics lllustrated published their version of The Odyssey
in 1951. In thebackofthecomic is a pagededicatedtodogheroes.Please give us
the name of the dog featured.
Answer: Bosco

76.00%

2

10 points

Question: In what city and state is it against the law for a road map to be printed and so ld or
given away if it contains advertising ofa lewd or lascivious nature?
Answer: Beanville, Vermont

88.00%

3

20 points

Question: In a children's book by Don Freeman , a c ute bear is missing something from his
attire. Please g ive us the name of this bear a nd what other toy is always on his right
side on the shelf throughout this book.
Answer: Corduroy, (stuffed) bunny OR rabbit

30.00%

4

40 points

Question: Where in Minnesota would yo u have found Jes se Ventura at four pm the day after
his November third e lection to become the new governor?
Answer: Champ lin Park High School

25 points

30.00%

Question: Audio Trivia #06361: Please give us the full name of this person sing ing.
Answer: Maiy Tyler Moore

2.00%

6

60 points

Question: 2018 Visual Trivia #06: What magazine published this Save A Pack campaign
badge along with others designed aro und Mars Bars , Lea & Perrin's and Lyle's
Go lden Syrup?
Answer: Nova

84.00%

7

25 points

Question: In this movie, after Emmett gets caught by the Russ ian Highway Patrol, he is
interrogated by the KGB. Austin is attempting to rescue his buddy and s hoots up
the lodge. What movie poster does Austin shoot up during this scene?
Answer: Dr. Zhivago

22.00%

8

50 points

Question: For this question , add up the number of states from the 50 United States whose
abbreviation matches an element symbol on the periodic table . Next add up the
atomic numbers of those elements whose symbol matches a s tate abbreviation.
Take the product ofthose two numbers and go back that many days in time and tell
us which big budget movie was releas ed on the big screen to American audiences
on that day.

Answer: Robin and Marian
88.00%

9

15 points

Question: Please give us the names startin g with the letters K, V, Sand C that were chosen as
names for stonns for the 2016 to 2017 United Kingdom windstorm season.
Answer: Kami!, Valerie, Susan, Co nor

2018 KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 27

100 points

12.00%

Question: Hany Vincent has received a secret message from the boss. Although written in the
correct code and disappearing ink, what 2 things give it away as a forgery?You must
be complete.
Answer: The paper texture is different, (AND ANYONE OF THE FOLLOWING THREE):
missing tiny marks (OR) indentations (OR) rips o n the paper

72.00%

2

15 points

Question: Please give us the first and last name ofthe person serving as Directoroflnforrnation
for the United States Departmentof Agriculture 80years ago.
Answer : Milton Eisenhower

52.00%

3

20 points

Question: This short-lived Saturday mom ing live action show featured fouryo un g men , each
endowed with a different superpower. They drove around in a bright yellow van and
were always able to include a song into the show. Please give us the names ofthese
four characters.
Answer: Bugs , Doc, Doomsday, PT

58.00%

4

40 points

Question: Please give us the name ofthe bandandalbumthattraumatized yo ung Stewart when it
was shown to him by his best friend on the small screen.
Answer: Queen, News ofthe World

30 points

86.00%

Question: In an episode ofMASH, Colonel Potter gives a heartfelt toast to his last World War
One buddy to die. What is the last name ofhis deceased comrade?
Answer: Gresgie

62.00%

6

80 points

Question: In a vintage ad from down underthat advertises a rich, creamy caramel covered with
wholesome ceylon coconu~ there are four items listed they wantyou to try as palate
fresheners. Please give us the names ofthose four products now.
Answer: Fruit Tingles , QT Fruit Drops , Steam Rollers , Tooty Frootty Pastilles

78.00%

7

20 points

Question: What is the name ofthe fishing boat used by big screen character Bruce Templeton?
Answer: Sea Whiz

45 points

84.00%

Question: In 1977, the Federal Aviation Administration was sued to getthe s igns at airports
changed to indicate x-ray screening was not safe forordinary film. Please give us the
first and last name ofthe high school student who was called to testify on behalfofthe
plain tiffs because his award winning ScienceFair Project research proved they do ham
film.
Answer: David Joseph

98.00%

9

15 points

Question: This artist did a three episode stint on thetelevisionshowPeyton Place as the character
Kitch Brunner. Who is thisartistbetterknownas?
Answer: Micky Dolen z
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'60 points

48.00%

Question: Th is periodical covered a story on an abducted babysitter from La Crosse County,
Wisco nsin . On the seco nd page of the story there's an advertisement from Mandel
Brothers. Accord in g to the ad , what were the prices for a pima cotton b louse?
Answer: $3.95, $4.95

94.00%

2

JO points

Question: Why are the s treets in Caracas, Venezue la, b locked off on Chris tmas Eve?
Answer: So people can roller s kate to church (accept anything similar)

20 points

96.00%

Question: Please give us the first and last name of the Minnesota Viking that, in 2016, walked
three miles to and from practice every day becau se he did not own a car.
Answer: Mo ritz Boehringer

40.00%

4

40 points

Question: Port Vale, Liverpool, Tranmere, Chelsea, Queens Park, Ayr United and Gillingham
all had a player on their rosterthat s hared a name. What was that name? First and
last name p lease.
Answer: John Smith

56.00%

5

25 po ints

Question: What band was named the Top In strumental Group of 1959 by Cas h box Magazine?
Answer: Johnny and the Hurricanes

42.00%

6

60 points

Question: While Vincent is at this cafe owned by Agostina Segatori, he is seated with three
other cons tituents. Please give us the first and las t names of the three other people
at the tab le in th is film.
Answer : Henri Toulouse-Lautrec (also accept Henri Marie Raymond de Tou louse-LautrecMonfa) , Julien Tan guy (also accept Julien or Pere), Emi le Bernard

88.00%

7

20 points

Question: Please g ive us the year and the company that was first to put baseball cards in with
gum.
Answer: Goudey Gum Company , 1933

54.00%

8

45 points

Question: Many years ago, cons umption was cons umin g this woman, so she moved to a
higher climate because th ey said th e air up there would help her get better. They
lied and s he died. She didn 't res t in peace either because mothernature exposed her
and sent her back down to town. That bad exposure is now an annu al event. In
which city and s tate can you find it?
Answer: Man ito u Springs,Co lorado

96.00%

9

10 points

Question: After "Th is ls Us", what co mpany went on damage control to let customers know
their product won 't kill them?
Answer: Crock Pot
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60 points

4.00%

Question: This heavily drugged singing superstarwas offered a used white Ford Thunderbird
convertible on live television in a town where the cameras were always ro lling. The
free car was one of many attempts to entice her away from her husband and into the
arms of her hu s band's twin. Please give us the first and last name of this big screen
characterand the name of the dealership that s up plied the car.
Answer: Janet Majors, Lapsey Autos

84.00%

2

IO points

Question: Abkhazia is to Georgia as Transnistria is to what?
Answer: Mold~va

20 points

84.00%

Question: In this movie, Jyn is looking through project code names trying to find the data file
with the vital information her father left behind. What is the name of that file?
Answer: Stardust

40.00%

4

45 points

Question: Please give us the first and last name of the person who claimed in a magazine
interview that Natalie Po rtman was going to run the world by the time s he turned
25. Sadly , he didn't live to see that day.
Answer: Edward Demme OR Ted Demme

25 points

42.00%

Question: Please give us the first name of the television character who is afraid o f Boston,
sp iders and the sound a can makes when it drop s outofthesodamachine.
Answer: Lowell

14.00%

6

60 points

Question: 2018 Visual Trivia #07: What was the tag line attached to this ad image?
Answer: "Let the warm wise Phoenix bird take you under its wing"

92.00%

7

25 points

Question: This Halloween ad shows a vampire us ing a tanning bed. What product is the ad
promoting?
Answer: Snickers

40 points

70.00%

Question: Who dedicated his only 45 RPM recording to the Seals who died in Grenada and
Vietnam? First and last name please.
Answer: Jesse Ventura

94.00%

9

15 points

Question: Please give us the first and last name of the artist who provided the mural that was
hung in the Hazeltine National Cblf Club in Chaska for the 2016 Ryder Cup.
Answer: Karl Jaeger

2018 KVSC Tri\ia - Questions for Hour 30 First Half Hour

50 point s

44.00%

Question: Anna is super strong, fast , and has psychic abilities. At age 16 the Soviets lock her
up for testing and try to copy her abilities. They decide that if she has children , her
kids might demonstrate abilities. She discovers she is pregnant with twins , so she
breaks out, swims to America, has her children and abandons them at different
locations. This is the secret origin of a man dedicated to do in g a good deed a day.
Give us his first name.
Answer: HUCK

62.00%

2

50 points

Question: An old man is cleaning the halls in the School For Sidekicks and tells th e visitor
that he has a secret origin. As a boy he gave money to an old man o n the street. In
return he is given a crossword puzzle and told that if he says the last word he
completes out loud,he will be given powers. The word is shown uncompleted but
is pretty obv iou s. What is the magic word?
Answer: SHAZAM

60.00%

3

50 points

Question: He is a s cientist who uses a youth serum of his own creation and his angstrom ray
machine. It gives him youth and immortality. He fights crime and espionage with
his grand-daughter. This is a secret origin, but whose?
Answer: Doctor Hormone

80.00%

4

50 points

Question: This woman battles armies , was a secret agent and even defend s Earth from an
alien menace. They take special care to protect the Inuit peoples. Her secret origin
and source of her powers is that she is the daughterof a go d and mortal woman.
Please give us her name?
Answer: Nelvana of the Northern Lights

48.00%

50 points

Question: Inducted into secret service by agents , this telepathic and brilliant pers o n joins
other patriotic minded telepaths to keep America safe from the Red Menace. This is
his secret origin: his parents hit an electrical tower while his mother was still
pregnant. His father died , but he is born with abilities. Please give us th e character
name this man takes.
Answer: Brain Boy

12.00%

6

50 points

Question: This woman was engineered to overproduce the pheromones that trigger sexual
desire and to be an irresistible honey trap. The experiment didn't work and her mere
presence tends to disturb and freak people out instead. Please g ive us this secret
agents name.
Answer: Emile Crowe

80.00%

7

50 points

Question: This group of super-heroes all gained their powers from taking a drug called FX7
and experiencing traumatic hallucinations while transforming . Each came away
with d ifferent powers. None ever talked about their experience or what they saw.
This group was originally known as what?
Answer: (The) Levellers

40.00%

8

50 points

Question: This hero has been given abilities to watch over the night by a god that has four
aspects known and a secret vengeful aspect that takes charge during violent
moments of this heroes life. This is the origin of what superhero?
Answer: Moon Knight

4.00%

9

50 points

Question: This monsterhunterhas fought his way through the catacombs underthe Vatican,
fighting s upematural creatures and gaining entrance to the oldest of the tunnels
begun by Etruscans. He recovers an item only to be confronted by a secret society
called the Brotherhood of the Rose. He uses the recovered item to pacify them and
just walks away. What is the item he has found?
Answer: (The) Impunity Cloak ofMamrnacus Spurrina

2018 KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 30 Second Half Hour

84.00%

10

50 points

Question: After three years of study, this college football player decides to break training an d
have a smoke break in the late hours of the night. He breaks g lass containing gas
from hard water and breathes in the vapors overnight. This is th e secret origin of a
famous s uperhero. What is the student's name?
Answer: Jay Garrick

80.00%

11

50 po ints

Question: Some crooks are stealing money from a chemical works. Busted by a guard, one of
the crooks has a container of acid spill on him. He flee s throu g h a swamp and
pass es out on a mountain side. He is given s helter by a monk who has faith that this
man will become a better person . This is the secret origin of what crime fighter?
Answer: Plastic Man

58.00%

12

50 points

Question: This man and his friend are hiking and explore a cavern in the mountainside. Here
they encounter s trange aliens that capture both of them and tran s plant their human
brain s into alien bodies. A daring escape leaves ju st o ne of them able tojurnp into a
deep lake and avoid being des troyed. This is the secret origin of a character that can
never quite seem to become a hero. What name does he go by?
Answer: Co ncrete

28.00%

13

50 po ints

Question: A rich man , his wife and his daug hter force themselves aboard a small plane that
has empty seats. It is bound for Montreal. After a bathroo m break the man finds his
family go ne and everyone on board in s is ts he was alone. A scuffle ensues and he is
struck a v io lent blow. When he wakes he is albino and all his fac ia l mu sc les are
paralyzed. This is the secret origin of what organization?
Answer: Ju stice Inc

38.00%

14

50 po ints

Question: This bad guy escaped from Is land Priso n and took s helter at an ato mic tes ting
center. He is caught in the radiation from a blast that changes his molecules to the
form of the environment he's at. This is the secret o rig in of what v illain ?
Answer: Sandman

0.00%

15

50 po ints

Question: This most dangerous assassin and his young boy travel high into the s now covered
mountain s to frustrate some ninjas that are sta lkin g them. The deep snow wo rks to
defeat the strategy that the killer ninjas are us in g. What is the strategy called?
Answer: Ts uchigamo Five Wheels

0.00%

16

50 po ints

Question: Cain and Abel occupy two different hou ses. Cain has accu sed his broth er of
plag iarism, and throws a comic book down on the des k, accusing his brother Abel
of ju st being a bad storyteller. Who is the t itle characteron this comic book?
Answer: Regg ie Rabbit

8.00%

17

50 points

Question: Agent Donald Fergesun is explaining to his wife how he actually died and has been
resurrected with robotic accessories.He gets a call to action and blasts through the
living room window. How does he describe that situation when he gets to his
destination?
Answer: James Bond moment

0.00%

18

50 points

Question: Ra:wrs Three Covert Action Team and anotherunafftliated or "wild" CAT team
both encounter each other while trying to recover a woman. This woman, who
works for IO, is in possession ofreverse engineered alien technology by
possession , I mean she has implanted the technology into herown body. According
the person who it was stolen from, the technical term for the s tolen item is what?
Answer: transkeletal drysuit

2018 KVSCTrivia -Questions for Hour 31

100 points

32.00%

Question: During the first 2 hours of Code Name Trivia, a song was put in the studio by
Agent Gypsy and played by Joe and Clifton. It's a cover song. What famous couple
are sitting in the front row of this performance?
Answer: Barack (and) Michelle Obama

28.00%

2

60 points

Question: Cocaloco is addictive, and the cybocops have a way to deal with addicts when they
riot. What does this strategy employ?
Answer: Hooks, Gas, Carbon Foam

60 points

50.00%

Question: Psalm 137 is assigned to assassinate who? You mu st be complete.
Answer: Babylon Beast of the Apocalypse (will also accept Baby lon Son of Death)

26.00%

4

60 points

Question: James Bond is on a mission ofrevenge in Helsinki. What four things does he use
while chasing and executing his target?
Answer: brick, (bucket of) chains ,g un , shovel

30.00%

5

60 points

Question: When Uncle Jack shows Eggsy his "getoutofjail free" identification, he mentions
a few otherthings it will do. Please tell us whatthosethings are.
Answer: Gets him into any building , starts any car, commandeer a commercial airliner

6.00%

6

100 points

Question: Chicago. After the apocalypse in a crowded bar full of s urvivors and mutants A
large insect asks a bartender"tzzt fzzt kzzt?" (on air: spell it) It's asking about the
secret origin of the title character. The bartender mentio ns four thin gs that made it
happen. Tell us what these are.
Answer: Mama Gaunt, Papa Gaunt, (a bottle of) hooch, (a) dark night

48.00%

7

60 points

Question: In a bar named Malibu , this woman is approached by a secret agent who wants his
martini stirred. As he attempts to seduce her, they take a cab to Vauxhall to a place
he says is called the Ministry of Love . But wait! She is also an agent with an
agenda, and she overpowers young Jim. She takes just one thing from the building.
Please tell us what it is.
Answer: (the) Black Dossier

60 points

18.00%

Question: Deena Pilgrim has just recruited her ex-partner from Homicide to become an FBI
agent. As they get ready to exercise a federal warrant and bug a hou se, where is
their pregnant s us pectat that moment?
Answer: Community College

46.00%

9

100 points

Question: An annual thing,Zippy submits to a lie detectortest. He denies being a foreign
agent but does admit he is glad they didn't ask him about who and what?
Answer: J. Edgar Hoover (and his) amazing technicolor tutu
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70 points

10.00%

Question: Audio Trivia #06367: Please tell us the first and last name of the award -winning
actor heard here who comes from Saint Cloud. We don't think he was ever in this
play in high school, but he sure was funny on the speech team.
Answer: Pau!LaNave

42.00%

2

10 points

Question: On the KVSC flash drive you received with registration there is an encrypted
folder. What is the password to unlock this folder?
Answer: Yeam4Um

20 points

84.00%

Question: In 1964, this lady married Stuart Scheftel. She was also nominated for best
supporting actress in a 1939 movie. Please tell us who she is and what movie she
was nominated for.
Answer: Geraldine Fitzgerald, Wuthering Heights

72.00%

4

45 points

Question: In this movie, Lionel and his true love mu st kill everyone in the house in order to
be together. Please give us the original title to this movie directed by an academy
award winner.
Answer: Braindead

26.00%

5

25 points

Question: The Winchester boys come across an audio disturbance on the radio of their 1967
Chevy Impala while working a case early in theiradven tures . Despitethe
Supernatural interference, they heara radio ho st and the station call letters sig ning
off. Who is that host and what are the call letters?
Answer: Jack Killian, KJCM

26.00%

6

60 points

Question: 2018 Visual Trivia #08: Please tell us where these four young men always hang
out.
Answer: Crosstown Mall

58.00%

7

25 points

Question: Last year one of our question s featured a licen se plate from this rider who died 40
years ago.Please give us the first and last name of this person.
Answer: Herbert or Burt Munro (Died Jan 6th, 1978)

50 points

4.00%

Question: What is seen behind the swimsuit model for December fo r the Waite Park Friends
Bar and Restaurant 2017 calendar?
Answer: waterfall

88.00%

9

15 points

Question: Last month a soon-to-be-graduated-from-UNO student propo sed to his g irlfriend
by taking her up into the air and flying over the proposal created in snow on a
frozen lake . Please give us the names of the newly engaged couple.
Answer: Gavin Becker, Olivia Toft

2018 KVSC Trhia - Questions for Hour 33

75 points

56.00%

Question: In this movie, Robert witnesses his own kind being tossed into a burning pile in the
desert and then goes on a three day killing s pree. Later, Deputy Gilber finds him in
a house watching television. What is Robert watching?
Answer: Nascar (will also accept car racing)

54.00%

2

15 points

Question: A number of years ago on a November 23rd, a former russ ian spy was the fJTSt and
only person to die by this method. Please give us the unique method in which he
died.
Answer: Polonium 210 poisoning

20 points

78.00%

Question: The first showcase ever won on the Price is Right totalled $2504.00. What was the
contestants bid?
Answer: twenty five hundred dollars

62.00%

4

50 points

Question: ProfessorQuack's inventions include gadget number 5839107, which he describes
as a point and shoot easy bake gadget. What name does he give to this device?
Answer: Spy Key Replicator Camera

25 points

88.00%

Question: What is the name of the prehistoric animated segment that featured the adventures
of cavemen Bill and Scooter?
Answer: The Terrible Thunderlizards

44.00%

6

60 points

Question: Warfield and Prower Racing provided the pit crew for what fictional character
when he entered the Le Mans Grand Prix in 1991?
Answer: James Bond Junior

80.00%

7

20 points

Question: On the big screen, what is Max Dennison's seven-digit phone numberand why does
he give it to Allison?
Answer: 555-9142, in case Jimi Hendrix shows up

50 points

4.00%

Question: Wallace's Recyc-O-Matic went AWOL and destroyed a large part of the town
including the mayor's official car. Who went missing from the Market Place?
Answer: (the) tuba player

90.00%

9

10 points

Question: Dr. Seuss helped with a series ofinstructionalcartoons during World War Two that
starred a certain private. Which private are we referring to?
Answer: SNAFU

2018 KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 34

JOO points

20.00%

Question: The bald spy has been captured while parachuting into the Middle East. His
defense is that he is just a tourist. In court, what is he doing while the judge is
accusing him?
Answer: writing postcards

88.00%

2

15 points

Question: Flora MacMichael, Harriet Cooper and Margaret Mondello are all television
characters played by whom?
Answer: Madge Blake

50.00%

3

20 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06366: From what local television show did this song appearon?
Answer: Lunch with Casey

58.00%

4

50 points

Question: Anyone who's been in Cub scouts realizes there is a lot of ceremonies. In 1957 they
had a book titled "Cub Scout Ceremonies" that detailed them for the scout masters.
Under the table of contents , what was the first chapter title?
Answer: Who , what, where, why , how

25 points

56.00%

Question: When fictional character Dr. Ryer is on his way to see Sonia Rand, the taxi he is
riding in comes to a abrupt stop to avoid a hole in the road which has just opened
up. This occurs in front of a coffee shop . What is the name of this establishment?
Answer: Chicago Java

64.00%

6

60 points

Question: This brewery tap house features cartoon drawings with each of their 12 feature
beverages. The number two tap was called Muscle Mancer. What was the number
eight tap called in early February 2018? Please be complete.
Answer: Somos Extremos (Oliphant Brewery)

36.00%

7

25 points

Question: What is the name shown on the wall behind the stage atthe fictional Nantucket
venue The Dew Drop Inn? Please be complete.
Answer: Edwin M. Crosby

50 points

0.00%

Question: According to the company, this game card is the first face up card you always see
opening the pack and is the only movie card found in the deck. Please give us the
name of the movie this card comes from.
Answer: Zardoz

88.00%

9

15 points

Question: In a recent commercial, we see some sea life wearing some unique shirts . What
phrase is printed on the blue shirt?
Answer: I'm with stupid

2018 KVSC Trivia -Questions for Hour 35

100 points

0.00%

Question: KVSC Trivia sponsor Waffle It has done a lot of business in the las t year. How
many waffles did they make in 2017? Please be within 39 waffles of the answer
and remember no partials on numbers.
Answer: I 14,312

60.00%

2

10 points

Question: This gangster flick features bootlegging, singing and dancing, kids and a certain
gun. Please give us the name of the gun that is the pinnacle to this movie plot.
Answer: Splurge

80.00%

3

20 points

Question: What brand of cigarettes is fictional character Ethan Hunt instructed to buy to
arrange a meeting with Max?
Answer: Ounhill

80.00%

4

40 points

Question: Did you know cars have favorite songs? Chase the Red Monte Carlo does because
Nathanial says he does. What is it?
Answer: Can't Fight This Feeling

25 points

86.00%

Question: Audio Trivia #06350: Please give us the name of the in structional video where this
was originally found.
Answer: You on Kazoo!

38.00%

6

70 points

Question: On the coverofthe Joan Rivers album "Excerpts from What Becomes a Semi
Legend Mo st?",Joan is seen with a heart tattoo on her arm. When Stephen M.
Silverman borrowed the image for one of his books , what words did he put inside
the heart?
Answer: My Album Cures Herpes

10.00%

7

20 points

Question: What is the name of the title character who has his office on a coast-to -coast bullet
train called Federal Express?
Answer: Ned Jordan

50 points

54.00%

Question: Coaching is hard but this man once coached and managed the likes of Mike
Michalske as well as Billy Southworth. Please give us the name of this unique
coach.
Answer: Hu go Bezdek

88.00%

9

10 points

Question: What is the favorite sport of the Enterprising Captain Archer?
Answer: water polo
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12.00%

90 points

Question: (Dead Drop question) This famous mustached actoronce played Doug Robert on
the TV show Mission Impossible. Counting only big screen movies released before
2018 and excluding only voiced roles, how many films was he in without his
mustache? Scruff doesn't count as a mustache .
Answer: 12

76.00%

2

IO points

Question: Last October, the Annua!Tent Event at Benton Station in Sauk Rapids had Switch
and Sweet Siren warming up the crowd. Who was the headliner t hat night?
Answer: Bret Michaels

72.00%

3

20 points

Question: On the big screen, the main character gets sucked into a board game only to be
released many years later when two kids resume the game. Please give us the two
license plate numbers in this movie that are on police car number 004.
Answer: G2298, CFJB95

56.00%

4

40 points

Question: Who is the music book "A Century of Country" dedicated to?
Answer: Mary (A.) Bufwack

25 points

24.00%

Question: What is the name of the trailer park where fictional character Major Preston
· Waterhouse has his RV parked?
Answer: Potomac Creek

4.00%

6

60 points

Question: 2018 Visual Trivia #09: These notes represent the song from what bird ?
Answer: dickcissel

100.00% *

7

20 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06371: Please give us the name of the band heard here .
Answer: Rush (wrong audio file was played)

40 points

60.00%

Question: When asked ifhe knew what type of people were buying his albums , Frank Zappa
answered that he did and he has examined the market very thoroughly. The
interviewer then asked who was buying his albums. What was Frank's reply?
Answer: none of your business

82.00%

9

10 points

Question: What band currently on KVSC's College Media Journal top 30 so und s like the
significant others ofBaby, Ginger, Posh ,Scary and Sporty?
Answer: Spice Boys

* - denotes

tossed question
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65 points

100.00% *

Question:On February lst,2018, KVSC featured aMN90episodeaboutan artistwhowrotea
so ng fora Minneapolis building. Please give us the name ofthe artist who wrote the
song.
Answer: John Philip Sousa (on air read the answer early)

78.00%

2

IO points

Question: Jfyou wear a costume that looks like an animated versionofDonald Trump and you
own the show Drawn Togetheron Comedy Central, what alias are you using?
Answer: Bucky Bucks

86.00%

3

20 points

Question: In what can only be described as a maritime tragedy , the Andrea Doria collided with
the Stockholm in dense fog. According to this title character, what boat rammed the
Gordon Lightfoot?
Answer: Cat Stevens

58.00%

4

40 points

Question: Please give us the first and last name ofthe former Eng lish teacher from Berkeley who
had a numberone song on the Billboard hot JOO chart in the 1980's and has an
annoying habit ofnotsmiling for pictures.
Answer: Gregory Abbott

35 points

48.00%

Question: What did fans need to doto be recognized during the August 13, 20 17 baseball game
between the Cedar Rapids Kernels and the Quad Cities River Bandits?
Answer: read (for) 1000 minutes

0.00%

6

70 points

Question: The plot of the pulp novel "The SilverTombstoneMystery" revolves around the
information found in the fictional book "Tombstone Days"that was purchased by
Charlie Ralston for six-hundred fifty dollars. Please give us the first and last name of
the authorof"Tombstone Days" and the first and last name ofthe person who sold it to
Charlie.
Answer: Jason Lord, Oscar Eisenschiml

84.00%

7

30 points

Question: Halley's Comet won't appear again until the year 2061, so we have a while to wait.
Within ten , tell us how many full moons there will be from nowuntil the next
appearance.
Answer: 537

50 points

0.00%

Question: According to the Cracker Jack prize vault, how many kittens could you buy with a
million dollars?No incompleteswillbegiven forthenumber.
Answer: 25,000

86.00%

9

JO points

Question: In this televisions how, Walter requests a cow in his lab . What is the name of the cow?
Answer: Gene

• - denotes tossed qu est ion
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70 points

0.00%

Question: Averill Wallace, the head of Covert Action, was the first name on a list of Chinese
Agents living in America and was quickly disposed ofwhen this information was
read to the President. The Chinese Cbvemment offered the list after an American
spy saved millions of Chinese lives . What was this literary spies first and last
name?
Answer: Eric Saveman

52.00%

2

10 points

Question: If you will be traveling North of Chicago, ask your Saint of a buddy Mason to
bring you home before you wake up from your Dream. What last name is shared by
five words in the previous sentence?
Answer: Kardashian

82.00%

3

20 points

Question: What is the first and last name of the fictional character who claims to be the spy
who came in from the co ld cream?
Answer: Patricia Fos ter

22.00%

4

40 points

Question: When you bought yourticket for Tony Orlando and Dawn when they appeared at
the Sheraton Hotel in Waikiki in November of 1989, yourticket entitled you to a
seat and what else there?
Answer: (one) standard drink

64.00%

5

30 points

Question: In King Lear, who are the five fiends that simu ltaneou s ly po ssess the poorvers ion
of Edgar?
Answer: Flibbertigibbet, Hobb ididence, Mahu , Modo , Obidicut OR Habidicut

52.00%

6

75 points

Question: 2018 Visual Trivia #02: Please g ive us the title of the publication this gho st is
holding.
Answer: Jerome Journal

10.00%

7

25 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06337: Please give us the first and last name of the perso n singing.
Answer: Buddy Greco

64.00%

8

45 points

Question: You have probab ly been fo rced to watch Mike, an arthritis sufferer, play pinball
with his friends many times on the small screen . What pinball game is he playing?
Answer: Pin Bot

86.00%

9

10 points

Question: Please give us any two of the four battle stages in Mario Kart 64.
Answer: Big Donut, Block Fort, Doub le Deck, Skyscraper
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70 points

56.00%

Question: Encrypted Visual 39 dash 06: This image is a visualization for a bas ic computer
game, which required extra memory if you were playing it on a Vic 20. What is th e
name of this game?
Answer: Rendezvous

66.00%

2

15 points

Question: Encrypted Visual 39-02: What is this character's name?
Answer: Cypher

66.00%

3

20 points

Question: Encrypted Visual 39-07: What is the name of the band shown s ittin g on this couch?
Answer: The Spies

22.00%

4

40 points

Question: Encrypted Visual 39-04: This map represents what intelligence spy agency?
Answer: WSB (or) World Security Bureau

30 points

64.00%

Question: Encrypted Visual 39-09: Fill in the five blanks and also tell us what this is.
Answer: Reflector, Moving Rotors, Scrambler Un it, I.amp Board, Keyboard , enig ma
machine

22.00%

6

80 points

Question: Encrypted Visual 39-01: Please give us the first names of these four trench coat
loving spokes persons.
Answer: Christina, Josh ,Karen, Wayne

24.00%

7

30 po ints

Question: Encrypted Visual 39-05: Who used this and what was it used for?
Answer: Confederate operatives (OR) blockade runners , smuggle co ntraband (OR) pass
notes

40 points

70.00%

Question: Encrypted Visual 39-08: What is the name of the mu sic group th at uses this image
on the front coverof a CD?
Answer: The Rosenbergs

82.00%

9

15 points

Question: Encrypted Visual 39-03: Pleas e decipherthe sentence and tell us what it says.
Answer: be sure to listen to KVSC
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75 points

28.00%

Question: Audio Trivia #06352: This audio comes from the first commercial ad played during
the first commercial break from what television special that first aired in 1989? If it
helps , the special was adapted from a book.
Answer: Learned Pigs and Fireproof Women

100.00% *

2

15 points

Question: Which album of Hank Williams Jr.'s featured the song "Country State ofMind"?
Answer: Mountain Cafe (is Montana Cafe, not Mountain)

86.00%

3

20 points

Question: What big screen theme park features attractions named Whippersnapper, The Nerve
W racker, The Vomiter and the Juggler?
Answer: Troublemaker

8.00%

4

50 points

Question: This fictional library has Robert Ludlum's spy novel The Rhinemann Exchange in
its collection. The catalog card shows the call number 793 point 8 even though the
book really should be in the 813 class. What is the name of this fictional library?
Answer: Brakebills

35 points

26.00%

Question: Flat Rock Speedway originally announced the last race for their 2017 season was to
happen on the first or second Saturday in October, but it looks like it never
happened. What was the name of that race?
Answer: Michigan Beer Mile

6.00%

6

60 points

Question: What was the name of the best TV Detective ever who had his own action figure
and a 96 piece jigsaw puzzle in his image?
Answer: Mindhorn

18.00%

7

30 points

Question: This former Army MP turned actor moved on to a television spinoff series set to
release in 2018 since the original show has ended.Please give us his first name as
well as the name of the new show he will be in.
Answer: Emilio , Mayans MC

0.00%

8

55 points

Question: Rockwell Manufacturing Company had a power tool division fo r Industrial
Education. What was their motto for that division ?
Answer: Serving Industry For A Better America

92.00%

9

15 points

Question: Oh my , seniors are texting! ROFLACGU mean s what?
Answer: Rolling On Floor Laughing And Can't Get Up

* - denotes tossed question
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60 points

46.00%

Question: Susan Morrison of Spy Magazine was one of four panelists on the debut episode of
what televis ion game show?
Answer : The News Hole

56.00%

2

15 points

Question: Dennis Dorgan is nearly run over by a car while in Fus an What secret society does
the driver belong to?
Answer: Yellow Cobras

20 points

86.00%

Question: In the world of crime fighting , the first mention of the Batmobile was in what issue
and what year of what comic book?
Answer: Detective Comics 48, 1941

0.00%

4

50 points

Question: Finland hosted this annual contest in 1974 and one of the top prizes awarded that
year was for a 28 minute video covering the 200 year history of Royal Copenhagen
Porcelain. What was the name of this contest?
Answer: International Industrial Fihn Festival

78.00%

5

25 points

Question: Lyrically speaking, you called a telephone number you have not called for over a
year. The message you heard s hocked you so you waited and called three days
later. The message changed, stating the person would be at a ball game and then
wou ld be spending the weekend at the lake . What is the nickname given to the
caller?
Answer: Austin

56.00%

6

75 points

Question: 2018 Visual Trivia # II: What are these and what were they used for?
Answer: Civil Wartokens, used by Union spies to identify one another(or something
s imilar)

48.00%

7

30 points

Question: The girl known as the French Brenda Lee performed "The Boy s" on what
American te levision show in early 1965?
Answer: Hullabaloo

26.00%

8

50 points

Question: In YideoHound's Comp lete Guide to Cult Flicks and Trash Pies , what is in the
parenthetical after number IO in the do-it-yo urse lfOdorama instruction s for
viewing polyester section?
Answer: The happy ending

90.00%

9

JO points

Question: If you are a scientist wanting to tum something into go ld but it turns to phosphorus
in stead , what base material were yo u using?
Answer: urine (will accept pee, but not literally)
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40 points

94.00%

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #06556: Give us the title of the movie or TV s eries whence this
clip came.
Answer: Get Smart

70.00%

2

40 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #06557: Give us the title of the movie or TV series wh ence this
clip came.
Answer: Live and Let Die

88.00%

3

40 po ints

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #06558: Give us the title of the mov ie or TV series whence this
clip came.
Answer: Mr. Right

82.00%

4

40 po ints

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #06559: Give us the title of the movie o r TV s eries whence this
clip came.
Answer: The Man from U.N.C.L.E.

40 po ints

16.00%

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #06560: Give us the title of the movie or TV s eries wh ence this
clip came.
Answer: Secret Agent

20.00%

6

40 po ints

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #06561: Give us the title of the movie or TV s eries wh ence this
clip came.
Answer: 2 Stupid Dogs

72.00%

7

40 points

Question: A UDJO TRIVIA #6562: Give us the title of the movie or TV series when ce this
clip came.
Answer: Funeral in Berlin

40 po ints

12.00%

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #06563: Give us the title of the movie or TV s eries wh ence this
clip came.
Answer: Blindspot

6.00%

9

40 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #06564: Give us the title of the movie or TV s eries whence this
clip came.
Answer: The Hunt for Red October
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80.00%

IO

40 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #06565: Give us the title of the movie or TY series whence this
clip came.
Answer : Our Man Flint

4.00%

11

40 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #06566: Give us the title of the movie or TY series whence this
clip came.
Answer: Wild Wild West

14.00%

12

40 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #06567: Give us the title of the movie or TY series whence this
clip came.
Answer: A lias

94.00%

13

40 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #06568: Give us th e title of the movie or TY series whence this
clip came.
Answer: Archer

58.00%

14

40 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #06569: Give us the title of the movie or TY series whence this
clip came.
Answer: MacGyver

40.00%

15

40 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #06570: Give us the title of the movie or TY series whence this
clip came.
Answer: The 39 Steps

66.00%

16

40 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #06571: Give us the title of the movie or TY series whence this
clip came.
Answer: The Recruit

36.00%

17

40 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #06572: Give us the title of the movie or TY series whence this
clip came.
Answer: Game Set Match

70.00%

18

40 po ints

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #06573: Give us the title of the movie or TY series whence this
clip came .
Answer: Bum Notice
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75 points

72.00%

Question: As shown on the poster, what is the name of the fictional production that stars Big
Shoe Dugan, Skeegee Gordon , Basket Belly Fink and Peanuts White?
Answer: The Goddess ofDawn

96.00%

2

10 points

Question: What was iss ued daily to every sailor in the British Navy until 1970?
Answer: rum

92.00%

3

20 points

Question: One year after the Eleventh Academy Awards were held , this famous actor was
born in New York. Please give us his first and last name.
Answer: Peter Fonda

72.00%

4

40 points

Question: This animated series ran o n radio/Iv in the l 970's , but was originally broadcast in
1966 on a Chicago radio station .If you give us the name of the character, as well as
the character's alter ego , then you will have come up with the name of the show.
Answer: Benton Harbor, Chicken Man

88.00%

30 points

Question: ln an o nline article of this domestic magazine in Feb. 2016, "A Real Mom's Guide
to a Clean Hou se" was published with daily , weekly and mo nthly chores to do.
Please give us number 6 Daily , number7 weekly and number 5 monthly chores.
Answer: Pick up all stuff on the floors and s hove them in a closet,considerdusting butjust
laugh , repeat all steps until you die

50.00%

6

60 points

Question: Use the same code revealed in a Spider-Man activity book and tell us what word
these numbers tran s late into: "25-19-7-23-9-26- 10-16-6-26- 10-22- 19-7-1 7"
Answer: congratulations

72.00%

7

20 points

Question: This James Bond actress was mentioned but did not appear in the new Black
Panther movie. Please provide us with the first and last name of that actress.
Answer: Grace Jones

46.00%

40 points

Question: What is the name of the production company makin g the fictional seq uel to a spy
movie starring Skander Hill?
Answer: Big Apple Pictures

96.00%

9

15 points

Question: Please give us the first and last name of the US Olympian who won gold at
PyeongChang and then got blasted on Twitter for his actions after winning it.
Answer: Shaun White
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80 points

18.00%

Question: [n 1944, Francis, Alexander and Christian were arrested together and were awaiting
execution by German firing squad. When they were escorted to the field to die,
they were instead released to a waiting car and to ld about the wonderful person
who sprang them. Please give us the first and last name of that wonderful person
and the codenames of the three who were saved that day.
Answer: Christine Granville (or Krystyna Skarbek); (codenames)Roger, Cathedral(e),
Chas uble

98.00%

2

10 points

Question: Of the eight holiday flavored Dum-Dums , which flavor is the on ly one with a
s in gle-worded name?
Answer: gingerbread

82.00%

3

20 points

Question: In a 1996 episode ofLaw and Order we hear Lennie Briscoe discus s with his
partner a type of in structor he would understand a stud ent killing. Please tell us the
type of in structor.
Answer: Algebra

50.00%

4

50 points

Question: This music video began with a classic console game be_ing played by a Los Angeles
alternative band . The video highlighted the history and fate of that game. What is
the name of the mus ic video, the band that is performing and th e game that was
featured?
Answer: When I Wake Up , Wintergreen , ET the Extra Terrestrial

42.00%

5

25 points

Question: In this series , Mifune loves giving candy to children. Black Star gets a piece, but it
was meant for someone else. What word was written on the wrapper?
Answer: konbu

4.00%

6

70 points

Question: Red Dragon , Death and Taxes , Battery Park and Night Hawk are just some of the
titles that a once-starving artist was ins pired to create. What is the name of this
artist, first and las t name, and what is the subject matter of the named works?
Answer: Mike Geno, Cheese

40.00%

7

25 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06354: Please give us the stage name of this harmonica playing
singer.
Answer: Little Walter

42.00%

8

50 points

Question: In this spy flick, Karla return s so mething of George. What was the item, what is
written on it, and where did Karla get it? Please be complete.
Answer: lighter, "To George from Ann,AII my love", (Karla stole it from) George

96.00%

9

10 points

Question: The crazy demand for what flower in s pired the painting "Wagon ofFools "?
Answer: tulip s
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75 points

68.00%

Question: 2018 Visual Trivia # 15: Please g ive us the 5 specific strategies these dinosaurs
represent.
Answer: {I) Actively listen Then repeat, (2) State yourneeds clearly, (3) Acknowledge your
different arguing styles , (4) Examine whether you're both fighting about the same
thing, (5) Deliver a really good apology

92.00%

2

10 points

Question: We are all aware of what an" Amber Alert" is. Please tell us what a "Silver Alert"
is.
Answer: missing sen iorcitizen

20 points

88.00%

Question: George Bums indirectly caused two professio nal golfers to scramble to find
entirely new sets of irons in order to play because it was discovered their clubs
were illegal. _Please give us the first and last names of those two golfers .
Answer: Tom Watson , Raymond Floyd

26.00%

4

45 points

Question: Baston Chevrolet Company took out an ad with the Saint Cloud Times 50 years
ago this Sunday.It offered what four things with its vehicles?
Answer: Full coil spring ride, Job tailored power, Double strong construction, Functional
truck styling

58.00%

25 points

Question: If you want to be a bettervillain and meet new friends , what five locations does a
self-help guide suggest you use?
Answer: secret soc ieties , thieves underground, seedy s pace bars , demonic cults, (the) gym

36.00%

6

60 points

Question: In a retelling of Lewis and Clark, Lewis kept two journals. Captain Clark tells the
assistant that she could be tried for espionage becau se she read a secret journal.
What is her first and last name?
Answer: Magdalene Boniface

42.00%

7

30 points

Question: Tell us what you need to do to earn a "Crackpot" pin or badge.
Answer: s quare dance in a bathroom with the caller in the room

45 points

40.00%

Question: This 1960's Tempo ad has thetagline "Save! Save! Save! While you shave-s have
s have!" Pleas e give us the four brands advertised forth is tagline.
Answer: Gillette, Personna, Schick, Wilkinson

94.00%

9

15 points

Question: Tired of tweets from politicians ? Try this one from a Wisconsin library after the
Best Picture Oscar flub last year. The library tweeted recommended reads based on
"if yo u enjoyed the Oscars last night." What were the titles of the three books
pictured?
Answer: Lulu in La La Land , Oops , Moonlight
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JOO points

4.00%

Question: (Dead Drop question) This television character has been with his current employer
for over20 years and, in a bout of corporate espionage, he spent a short time as a
female at a rival company. What is the first and last name of this TV character?
Answer: Jack Donaghy

92.00%

2

15 points

Question: Please give us the first names of the two children who grabbed headlines last year
when they turned a travel ban protest in Chicago into a photography moment that
went viral.
Answer: Adin, Meryem

92.00%

3

20 points

Question: This Nut was sometimes a celestial woman covered in stars and sometimes a cow,
depending on who you asked. From whose ancient religion did s he originate from?
Answer: Egypt (or Egyptian)

54.00%

4

40 points

Question: Wayne Schmittberger and Scott Marley were consultants for what dodecahedronbased game first introduced in 1987?
Answer: National Geographic Global Pursuit

30 points

70.00%

Question: Audio Trivia #06338: Please give us the full name of this character heard here.
Answer: Carl Brutananadilewski

36.00%

6

80 points

Question: Commonly known among the Lakota as lnipi (pronounced in-ee-pee), this United
States Navy veteran was sanctioned to provide this serv ice to Saint Cloud VA
veterans. Please give us the first and last name of this man.
Answer: David Larsen

58.000/4

7

25 points

Question: In this Tom Clancy based film we see Mia become activated and shortly after, we
see some graffiti on the wall that is also the name of an epic 90's band. Please give
us the name of this band.
Answer: Faith No More

52.00%

8

40 points

Question: What was the name given to chapter39 of the National Association of Watch and
Clock Collectors that was located in Ohio?
Answer: Fire land s

94.00%

9

15 points

Question: On October 28th , 1922, hundreds of people gathered around radios to hear the first
what?
Answer: college football game
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250 points

0.00%

Question: In this cartoon, a Washington spook is on the sidewalk at a public booth that taps
telephone lines. For a quarter, who can you choose to listen in on?
Answer: Congressman, Senator, Industrialist, Union Leader, Anti-War Leader

94.00%

2

10 points

Question: What location is the setting for the infomercial about Walkfit Platinum orthotics?
Answer: Mall of America

92.00%

3

20 points

Question: Most albu ms with parental advisories let the consumer know the content is explicit.
What is the name of the album that was released in 2016 that has an advisory that
states the content is delicious?
Answer: Watch the Stove

6.00%

4

40 points

Question: Marcella taught Raggedy Ann all about manners . In tum , Raggedy Ann taug ht The
Loony Knight. What was the first manner the Loony Knight was taught?
Answer: knock before you open a door(or knock before you enter)

30.00%

5

30 points

Question: To cope with his girlfriend driving him crazy, big screen Francis calls Victoria to
vent. Victoria's words of wisdom include renting a movie to watch with her. What
movie did she suggest?
Answer: Dirty Dancing

22.00%

6

60 points

Question: Actor Richard Gillilan d's model car collection includes a rare one-eighth scale car
that was number 2 in a run ofon ly 300. Please give us the year, make and model of
that car.
Answer: 1927 Bugatti Type 35

74.00%

7

30 points

Question: On the small screen, when a madman in a blue box appeared at 1600 Pennsylvania
Avenue, the President demanded to know who this perso n was as well as those who
appeared with him. Please tell us the code names given as a response .
Answer: (the) Doctor, (the) Legs , (the) Nose, Mrs. Robinson

40 points

48.00%

Question: This paper ad focuses on the introduction ofa new automobile with the s pace of a
small SUV that can accommodate just about anything. Exploding o ut of the tail end
of the vehicle are such items as a bouquet ofballoons, multiple pieces of luggage,
several dogs , animal-shaped trees and a pot of coffee. What model of automobile is
being advertised and what is the tag lin e for this ad?
Answer: Prius V, V is for Versatile

96.00%

9

15 points

Question: Houston and Minneapo lis participated in the traditional pas s ing of the Super Bowl
Ge Iden Shovel. Please tell us the item presented as a gift and the location where it
resides in Minneapolis.
Answer: river birch tree, Currie Park
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66.00%

250 points

Question: In this movie, Adrian is attending Edward's funeral and he has a flashback during
the service. In the flashback we see a map of the United States with a legend of
map points to the right. What are the 11 map points named?
Answer: Anti-War Demos , Black Unrest, Corruption, Drugs, Draft Dodgers , Extortion,
lllegal Immigration , Kidnapping, Murder, Promiscuity , Prostitution

72.00%

2

15 points

Question: In an American classic, Wolfinan Jack is heard on the radio making a prank phone
call to a pizza joint. What does he ask the employee who answers the phone for?
Answer: Secret Agent Spy Scope

90.00%

3

20 points

Question: The 60th Annual Grammy Awards had ties in which two categories?
Answer: Best Bluegrass Album, Best Recordin g Package

8.00%

4

45 points

Question: Who is the character that appeared on the small screen in 1980 and was on th e list
as the second most dangerous man in the galaxy until he blew himself up?
Answer: Bay ban (the Berz.erker)

30 points

52.00%

Question: Audio Trivia #06356: Please give us the name of this movie.
Answer: Mac and Me

2.00%

6

75 points

Question: 2018 Visual Trivia #20: Please give us the name of th e eighties band who spent
two hundred seventy eight thousand dollars on this tour bus when they lived in it
for a year and a half during bettertimes.
Answer: Katrina and the Waves

78.00%

7

25 points

Question: What is the name of the fictional company that uses the s logan "Greeting The
World One Card At A Time"?
Answer: New Hampshire Greetings

48.00%

8

45 points

Question: In this cartoon intro , we learn the General would destroy all to rule all, while his
Prince counterpart leads the brave, the bold and the fearless to stop him. What
s hort-lived off-world series are we referring to?
Answer: Sectaurs (Warriors ofSymbion)

96.00%

9

15 points

Question: Sierra was a s hort lived adventure series on NBC in 1974. What CBS Blockbuster
show proved to be this shows demise?
Answer: The Waltons

2018 KVSCTrhia -Questions for Hour 49

250 points

28.00%

Question: When the commissioner of Major League Baseball cancelled the 1994 season after
the thirty-fourth day of the players strike, the Nike lonely fan advertis in g campaign
was over. If the campaign were to keep running, what did Wied en and Kennedy
envision lonely fan attempting to do on the 323rd day of the strike after he leaves
the stadium?
Answer: buy (a) hockey ticket

66.00%

2

10 points

Question: 20 miles northeast ofLambeau Field in Wisconsin , the Vatican has acknowledged
a s hrine there. What is the name of the shrine and what has the Vatican
acknowledged?
Answer: Shrine of Our Lady ofebod Help , Sighting of the Virgin Mary

74.00%

3

20 points

Question: Assuming the rules of etiquette were in practice, who was the last person Abraham
Lincoln heard speaking before John Wilkes Booth shot him? First and last name,
please.
Answer: Harry Hawk

38.00%

4

45 points

Question: On the big screen, what was the title ofthe book preteen Ralphie Parker wrote a
book report on?
Answer: (The) Decameron

30 points

28.00%

Question: This artist has battled demon s most o f his life but sometimes he embraced them. He
has provided mus ic for Demons, played the biggest one o n television and recently
released a so ng telling us who Satan really is. Who are we referring to?
Answer: Rick Springfield

16.00%

6

80 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06369: Please give the name of the native Minnesota noise rock
band heard here.
Answer: New Primals

90.00%

7

30 points

Question: Even though she was paid to say it, what was the most exciting car that actres s
Jeanne Crain ever had?
Answer: DeSoto

55 points

46.00%

Question: James Bond and Felix discuss the extraction of an accountant and worry about
o ffending MIT. Felix gives James a bag of supplies. What kind ofliquor is in the
bag? Be specific.
Answer: Blanton's Bourbon

84.00%

9

15 points

Question: What is the title of the fictional memoir that is s ubtitled "The amazing and true
story of America's most glamorous s py"?
Answer: Out of Control

2018 KVSCTri\ia -Questions for Hour 50

250 points

0.00%

Question: 2018 Visual Trivia #05: What is the first and last name of the man who is the
Managershown in this image?
Answer: Bubba Moneypenny

88.00%

2

25 points

Question: If @PutinOnTrivia hacked your computer, what one thing would he find that even
Wikileaks doesn 't want to know about?
Answer: sequ ined furry animal statue collection of pictures (ACCEPT ANY ANSWER)

25 points

90.00%

Question: In Dr. Lu go's "brief report" , he tells you what might be the cause of your acid
reflux or UT!. Ladies and crossdressers, what is that cause?
Answer: Are your panties way too tight? (ACCEPT ANY ANSWER)

88.00%

4

25 points

Question: In the non-Marvel Avengers movie, this man is heard but not seen. In stead of the
hand , what does the voice tell Mrs. Peel to talk to?
Answer: (the) Pipe (ACCEPT ANY ANSWER)

25 points

88.00%

Question: In Space balls , the combination to the airshield is 12345. If you were President
Skroob, what should your combination be?
Answer: 38 digits of PI (ACCEPT ANY ANSWER)

88.00%

6

25 points

Question: Please fill in the blanks: James Bond has been blanked so many times the act of
blanking leaves him neither shaken nor stirred .
Answer: slapped (ACCEPT ANY ANSWER)

88.00%

7

25 points

Question: If Natasha Fatale and Boris Badenov had a child, what would they name it?
Answer: Baby Kardashian (ACCEPT ANY ANSWER)

88.00%

8

25 points

Question: What is your favorite comic book used during this year's contest?
Answer: Grimjack (ACCEPT ANY ANSWER)

86.00%

9

25 points

Question: Cb to the fridge. Grab an egg. Shout at it. What did you shout?
Answer: No More Questions! (ACCEPT ANY ANSWER)
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